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Although	
  Brazil	
  is	
  composed	
  of	
  an	
  overwhelmingly	
  large	
  population	
  of	
  
African	
  descendants,	
  they	
  are	
  usually	
  underrepresented	
  in	
  the	
  mainstream	
  media,	
  
particularly	
  in	
  telenovelas	
  (soap	
  operas).	
  The	
  genre	
  has	
  been	
  widely	
  popular	
  in	
  
South	
  American	
  countries	
  for	
  the	
  past	
  three	
  decades	
  but	
  Brazil	
  is	
  the	
  largest	
  
producer	
  of	
  this	
  kind	
  of	
  programming,	
  Afro	
  descendant	
  actors	
  are	
  generally	
  seen	
  in	
  
very	
  small	
  numbers	
  and	
  often	
  portrayed	
  in	
  subaltern	
  roles.	
  Whenever	
  a	
  new	
  soap	
  
opera	
  is	
  aired,	
  its	
  author	
  makes	
  his	
  or	
  her	
  rounds	
  in	
  different	
  television	
  shows,	
  
magazines,	
  and	
  newspapers	
  in	
  order	
  to	
  publicize	
  the	
  new	
  production.	
  Watching	
  
these	
  interviews,	
  it	
  becomes	
  clear	
  that	
  that	
  Brazil	
  does	
  not	
  have	
  any	
  Black	
  
scriptwriters,	
  which	
  further	
  complicates	
  the	
  situation,	
  leaving	
  white	
  men	
  and	
  
women	
  to	
  construct	
  Black	
  womanhood	
  according	
  to	
  whatever	
  way	
  they	
  see	
  fit.	
  
This	
  dissertation	
  builds	
  on	
  research	
  conducted	
  during	
  fieldwork	
  in	
  Rio	
  de	
  Janeiro,	
  
Brazil.	
  It	
  focuses	
  specifically	
  on	
  the	
  relevance	
  to	
  black	
  Brazilian	
  women’s	
  roles	
  on	
  
Brazilian	
  soap	
  operas	
  and	
  how	
  the	
  messages	
  contained	
  in	
  such	
  television	
  shows	
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may	
  or	
  may	
  not	
  impact	
  the	
  process	
  of	
  black	
  female	
  identity	
  formation.	
  This	
  
ethnographic	
  dissertation	
  employs	
  participant	
  observation	
  as	
  well	
  interviews	
  with	
  
black	
  women	
  to	
  demonstrate	
  how	
  their	
  self-‐identity	
  and	
  quotidian	
  experiences	
  
challenge	
  the	
  interpellation	
  produced	
  by	
  telenovelas.	
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Introduction: Deep Roots
Those of us who research race, racism and
inequality must continue to name racism without
sugarcoating it; to analyze the ways in which racism
is maintained and produced inside and outside of
our discipline without overtly targeting its victims;
and to use the tools of anthropology to identify the
underlying social relationships and informal
workings of racist projects.
(Mullings, 2012)
“The media's the most powerful entity on Earth. They have the power to make the
innocent guilty and to make the guilty innocent, and that's power. Because they control
the minds of the masses” (Malcolm X, 1963).
It is nearly impossible to become something that one cannot visualize or imagine,
in order for a person to have a framework that their aspirations can be turned into reality
there needs to be a point of reference to lead the way. Mainstream media in Brazil,
especially television shows, do not provide such point of reference for black women, who
may wish to be a successful entrepreneur, an intellectual, a professional, not merely an
over sexualized object. This dissertation is about the diversity of black women in Brazil
and it is a call for change in the way Brazilian television disseminates negative images of
black womanhood throughout the planet. This introduction aims to lay the theoretical
foundation for my fieldwork, and to highlight the questions and methodology driving my
research project.
“How can you conduct research fieldwork about blacks in Rio de Janeiro and not
live in a favela? Are you at least going to work with subjects in favelas?” That was the
1

question I got in one of the first academic conferences I attended as a Ph.D. student. At
the time, the question bothered me but I was unprepared to give it an extensive answer,
thus I simply replied, “not all black Brazilians live in favelas.” With time, I matured as an
individual and as a scholar and the answer became clearer to me. I was born and raised in
Serrinha, a favela, or shantytown, in Rio de Janeiro’s suburbio (inner city), until seven
years of age. All of my peers, my neighbors, a vast majority of the people around me
were people of African descent. In a country like Brazil, where classism and racism run
rampant (Lovell 2000; Sherrif 2001; Telles 1998, 2004), those in my area did not receive
proper sanitation services such as trash collection, clean running water, or a sewer
system. We also did not have access to good health care or good schools, and violence,
gunshots, deaths, whether caused by the police or by drug dealers, were commonplace.
Thus, at an early age, it became clear to me that the Brazilian government did not care
about that demographic. By the time I entered middle school, my mother had moved us to
Leblon, a neighborhood in the elite Zona Sul, or South Zone of the city, where I attended
school and lived amongst virtually all white Brazilians. The differences between the two
neighborhoods were striking, to say the least. All of the basic needs that lacked in the
suburbio were in abundance in Zona Sul. There was a complete 180-degree shift on my
everyday routine and dynamics, and in general most of the changes were for the better,
with the exception that when I looked around, nobody in this new neighborhood looked
like me. Therefore, to answer the question I was asked years ago, I do not need to do
fieldwork in a favela, live in one, or only work with subjects living in those communities
to validate my research. I have lived that life and there is nothing to romanticize about it,
2

residents in shantytowns do not live in those communities by choice, it is a necessity. In
the book La favela d’un siècle à l’autre, sociologist Licia Valladares discusses the
obsession of social scientist with the “industry” of favela studies. She criticizes such
fixation and romanticization of the favela as a fixed space, saying that this school of
thought creates the notion that favelas are homogenous sites and that it is always equated
with poverty (2006). A researcher from a top university, who lives in those areas for a
year or two, solely for the purposes of completing a dissertation or book project, seems
inorganic to me and helps promote the idea that every black Brazilian lives in a favela.
This is not to say that those types of research are not important, but it should not always
be the go to space and point of departure for studying the black Brazilian experience.
In keeping with Black Feminist tradition, it is critical to stress the importance of
clearly defining my position in the field as a researcher and how I relate to those who
contributed to this research both while in the field, as well as in my writing. Given that, in
this section I will briefly outline my “positionality” vis-à-vis this research project.
According to scholar D. Soyini Madison, “positionality is vital because it forces us to
acknowledge our own power, privilege, and biases just as we denounce the power
structures that surround our subjects” (Madison 2005, 14). Furthermore, she contends that
positionality works as a reflexive mirror, “a turning back to ourselves” (Madison 2005,
14). Thus, through positionality researchers are given the opportunity to closely examine
the implications of methods, overall project, and its effects on all parties involved.
Moreover, Robin Kelley points out that the fact that one, namely the researcher,
belongs to a certain social group does not grant him or her absolute knowledge authority
3

or authenticity. This concept is important for my study, since, as a black Brazilian
woman, I can be considered an organic intellectual, someone who is part of the group that
is being researched (Gramsci 1971) and as someone with “ethnographic authority”
(Clifford 1988). My race, gender, age, nationality, socioeconomic background, all inform
my positionality, as well as my biases in the field; nonetheless, I am aware that other
aspects of my identity are considered privileges and dramatically set me apart from the
group of people I am researching. For example, my status as a permanent resident in the
United States, my ability to travel, the fact that I hold multiple academic degrees and am
currently a student at a university in the US.
With that said, my ethnographic research project is grounded in my personal
experience as a young black woman who was raised in and spent a considerable amount
of formative years in different spaces in Rio de Janeiro. Although such social position
does not guarantee a better ethnographic account, it is worth mentioning that the
knowledge produced from this particular site is not a product of a disinterested theoretical
analysis. To the contrary, it comes from a place of “situated knowledge” (Haraway, 1988,
p. 581), hence I do not need to distance myself from my roots in order to develop
objective research. In addition, Black feminist standpoint epistemology, which brings the
multiple levels of discrimination black women face to fore, has provided me with vital
theoretical awareness and lens, one that informs my methodological approach. Therefore,
as previously stated, this research is informed by the dialogue between self-reflexivity,
the shared experience of oppression, and the strategies of resistance developed in such
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context (see Combahee River Collective 1987, Moraga and Anzaldúa 1981, Collins 1991,
Crenshaw 1991; McClaurin 2001, Lorde 2001, Sudbury 1998).

Reading a National Passion as an Anthropological Text

Growing up in such environments in the earlier part of my childhood made me
aware of the differences between what I saw around me and what I saw on television.
Adapting Patricia Hill Collin’s concept, the nature of this study stems from an outsiderwithin framework (Collins 1986). She posits, “This ‘outsider within’ status provided a
special standpoint on self, family and society for Afro-American women […] many
Black intellectuals especially those in touch with their marginality in academic settings,
tap this standpoint in producing distinctive of race, class, and gender”(Collins 1986, S15).
The “outsider within” concept is particularly relevant to my research because like
millions of Brazilians, watching television was part of the daily ritual in my household as
well, and many children are indoctrinated into the world of telenovela, or soap opera
watching at a very early age. Although Brazil has an overwhelmingly large population of
African descendants, they are normally underrepresented in mainstream media,
particularly in telenovelas. Scholars have shown that telenovelas are part of Brazilian
national identity (Araujo 2000, Silva 1999, Sovik 2004), as the genre has been widely
popular in South American countries for the past three decades but Brazil is the largest
producer of this kind of programming. Yet, whose nation and what sort of ideologies are
deployed in the production of such narratives? This dissertation project is an
5

ethnographic and gendered and raced textual study exploring how these narratives
produced by mainstream media - namely soap operas - structure and reflect the everyday
lives of black Brazilian women. As I discuss in chapter two and chapter four, within the
Brazilian ‘erotic racial democracy’ concept (Goldstein 1994), I contend that telenovelas
become a racial script of the subordination and devaluation of black women’s lives.
Despite the fact that there are multiple academic works on mainstream media in
Brazil, and even on the black Brazilian experience, there is a clear void of research
focusing on black women’s images in the media and how that informs black womanhood
in Brazilian society from their point of view. In essence, that is the contribution that this
dissertation seeks to make to the field of study, I hope to show here how the politics of
race and gender are embedded in the production of narratives of national belonging in
Brazilian soap operas. In order to give visibility to the impact of soap operas in the lives
of black women in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, I carried out an ethnographic analysis of black
women’s everyday discourses around telenovela plots and how such narratives become a
‘script’ of their social position in the city; and I examined in historical terms, how the
relationship between black bodies, national imagination, and contemporary processes of
devaluation of black women’s lives are interwoven within the social fabric of Brazil. In
that sense, soap operas should be taken here as a point of departure to unfold a set of
fundamental questions that this dissertation explores: What kind of black gendered
identity is constituted through the white scripted narratives of the Brazilian nation in
popular media? How do black women come to terms with – resist, accept, reproduce –
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the racialized and gendered regime of representations that devaluates them? How is race
imagined in Brazil through the novelas?
These questions bring to the forefront of my analysis a complex regime of
representations of black women and, moreover, an intertwined process of
racialized/gendered interpellation and self-making among black Brazilian women in the
city of Rio de Janeiro. While I am still investigating the scope of its impact, my previous
research with the same population suggests that their invisibility in mainstream
telenovelas reinforce their subordination in society at large. Yet, at a deeper level, it also
suggests strategies through which racial hegemony (Hanchard 1998) takes place in
Brazil’s ‘raceless’ society: the telenovelas operate by de-politicizing the meanings of
race, at the same time that it becomes a powerful tool to sustain and reproduce racial
domination. While in a level my analysis suggests that TV Globo’s soap operas contribute
to an overall project of whitening and the false idea of racial democracy in Brazil, I want
to go beyond an analysis of black representation per se, by situating the controlling
images of black women (Collins 2009) in the very core of the national imagination: the
Brazilian national imagination, I suggest, requires the devaluation of black women’s
bodies. Her body sutures and gives coherence to a double-binding national project of a
supposedly racially democratic society founded in the century old fable of the three races
(blacks, whites and indigenous), and a system of racialized violence that finds in the
telenovela a way to legitimize the devaluation of black lives. For the model of racial
democracy to thrive, it depends on continuous miscegenation of the races, particularly on
the erasure of blackness.
7
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Ethnography of Nightly Family Routine (Methodology)

This study was carried out over a fourteen-month period, in which I established
residence in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, where I engaged in participant observation/observant
participation at black hair salons. Focusing on these spaces is important because they
represent specific forms of black womanhood and narratives that inform the daily
personal stories in the lives of Brazilian women in a diverse environment of class, age,
and educational background.
In order to achieve the goals of this dissertation, this raced and gendered
ethnographic study builds upon the following research methods: (1) Participant
observation/Observant participation, (2) Oral History and Semi-structured interviews, and
(3) Media Content Analysis of the soap operas that were on the air during my time period
in the field.
During my participant observation I interviewed Black Brazilian women that were
pertinent to my study. I conducted semi-structured interviews with twenty-five of these
individuals, while making a conscious effort to interview women with a broad age
distribution. Interview questions were open-ended in nature regarding their daily
experiences as soap opera audience, their narratives of Black womanhood, and
experiences of prejudice in an intersectional level of race, class, and gender. Through the
use of life stories and interviews in an informal setting, such as the hair salons, where
women are generally comfortable sharing personal information, my objective was to
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bring out and highlight their memories of racial and gender identity formation, and their
experiences with racism, sexism, as well as their opinions on the different soap operas.
Furthermore, while conducting fieldwork in Rio de Janeiro, I had the opportunity
to interview Tais Araújo, Brazil’s most famous black actresses who currently work for
TV Globo. That provided insightful conversations from the point of view of someone
often portraying subaltern roles that in turn gets disseminated nationwide and
internationally. That interview also shed some light on the actress’ position as an artist
seeking employment in a majority white industry in a racist country.
I also had the chance to visit the Central Globo de Produção, also known as
PROJAC, the production studio for TV Globo, a massive structure, that looks more like
its own town, in the middle of Jacarepaguá and Curicica, two widely underdeveloped
neighborhoods in the west area (zona oeste) of Rio de Janeiro. The roads surrounding the
studio area are poorly paved, delimited by a lot of unkempt weeds growing through
cracks on the ground. There are absolutely no commercial businesses or residences in the
immediate surrounding area. Then, much like the way soap operas do not reflect real
Brazilian society, once one enters the studio gates, it’s an unbelievably different world
from its physical outside surroundings: manicured lawns, trendy restaurants and cafes,
state of the art infrastructure and architecture. As I walked around it became obvious that
all of the black people we do not see on television screens are all behind the scenes, a
vast majority of them working as cleaners, janitors, lifting heavy equipment, or working
in the cafeterias.

10

Additionally, central to helping me answer the project’s research questions, I
watched TV Globo’s soap operas on a daily basis from a critical standpoint. I coded for
the Black characters present in each show, and more specifically, undertake content
analysis of the images, in order to trace out what types of characters Black
actors/actresses are playing. This process of watching the telenovelas daily is also
important, as it allowed me to link with my subjects and engage in conversations in
collective settings. Furthermore, I took notes and kept record of the episodes watched,
paying particular attention to key scenes and dialogues revolving around the topic of race,
racism, or scenes involving any of the Black characters in the show.
Finally, it is important to make a note on my usage of the terms black, AfroBrazilian, and African descent. Those are often used interchangeably as I refer to my
subjects, who may or may not identify themselves with such racial markers, even when
one of the interview questions specifically asked how my subjects identified themselves
racially. As a researcher and as a Brazilian native, I understand, however, that selfidentifying as “negro” can be highly contested, even discouraged in Brazil. Although my
intentions are not to interpellate my interviewees, my employment of these terms falls in
line with discourses of black consciousness and race identity that have been developed by
black Brazilian organizations, activists and activist scholars such as Criola, Frente Negra
Brasileira, Abdias do Nascimento, among others (Amparo 2009; Araujo 2000; Caldwell
2007; Carneiro 1999; Gonzalez and Halsenbag 1982; Rocha 2010; Santos 2012; Vargas
2004). It is also worth mentioning that my use of the terms black, Afro-Brazilian, and
African descent deviates sharply form the cultural norm and discourses regarding race in
11

Brazil, a country that places more value on colorism and phenotypical appearance as
opposed to ancestrality in order to push an agenda of racial democracy (Nobles 2000;
Telles 2004). Furthermore, when analyzing official census data, this dissertation
combines the statistics of preto (black) and pardo (biracial/mixed race/brown) under a
larger category of Afro-Brazilian and black.

Outline of the Study

The sincerity and transparency displayed by the women was momentous, many of
them were sharing their experiences of gendered racism for the first time because they do
not generally occupy spaces where such conversations are encouraged. Their stories
reveal their feat of day-to-day endurance to deal with racism on both the personal and
systemic levels, both of which are fueled by the pernicious images that have invaded
personal and public spaces for decades. Chapter 1 discusses TV Globo, providing a brief
history of the network and how it is entangled within the fabric of Brazil’s nationalistic
project. Tightly knitted within the chapter is a discussion about race in Brazil versus race
on Globo, taking a closer look at how the imagination and creativity process of producers
fail to show the diversity of their audience. I engage with Afro-Diasporic texts to bridge a
gap in Television Studies within a Brazilian context.

Chapter 2 uses Black Feminist Theory as the theoretical foundation to address the
sexualization and devaluation of the black female body on Globo’s soap operas. This
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chapter provides the theoretical basis for my argument that Globo participates in and
contributes to the dehumanization of Black Brazilian women by the use of controlling
images (Collins 2000). However, this chapter also challenges the notion that positive
representation is welcomed by black Brazilians, as seen in an interview with the
country’s most respected black actress Tais Araujo.
In order to illustrate my argument and bring light to the interviews in the next
chapter to life, Chapter 3 displays a compilation of images of black women on a variety
of Brazilian soap operas, as well as in other shows on the TV Globo network throughout
the decades. I conclude the study by demonstrating that although Brazil has made some
progress in the ways they portray race and racism on television screens, especially as it
pertains to black women, there is still a lot to be done, as there needs to be a bigger
responsibility and accountability for the overall anti-black actions and attitudes present in
the country.
Chapter 4 is the heart of this project. As a result of extensive ethnographic
research, I had the opportunity to meet a fascinating group of women who lent their
voices and shared their personal stories to contribute to this study. The chapter addresses
the three different types of nightly soap operas aired on the network, focusing on the 7pm
and 9pm shows that were used during fieldwork and for content analysis. This chapter
highlights six specific interviews that were most detailed; it provides descriptive details
of their experiences, as well as analyses of their oral stories. This chapter shows the
remarkable complexity of these women experiences with blackness and media
interaction.
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Chapter 1: “Globo: a Gente liga em voce!”
Overview of Media Studies text, Globo and history of telenovelas

“Media are not neutral conveyors of messages: each medium
appeals to and affects the balance of the senses in a different
way. And because of television’s ability to combine image
and sound and transmit them instantaneously,
television is the most powerful of the ‘extensions of man’”
(Richard Adler 1975, 36)
“Television is a molder of the soul’s geography […] it does so in much the same
way that school lessons slowly, over the years, tutor the unformed mind and teach it ‘how
to think’”
(Michael Novak, 1975)
We	
  live	
  in	
  a	
  time	
  when	
  people	
  constantly	
  need	
  to	
  receive	
  information	
  in	
  the	
  fastest	
  
way	
  possible.	
  From	
  the	
  Internet,	
  where	
  a	
  world	
  of	
  knowledge	
  is	
  available	
  24/7,	
  to	
  
Facebook,	
  Twitter,	
  and	
  other	
  forms	
  of	
  social	
  media	
  that	
  have	
  a	
  global	
  reach,	
  it	
  is	
  no	
  
surprise	
  that	
  older	
  mediums	
  such	
  as	
  print	
  newspapers,	
  books,	
  and	
  magazines	
  no	
  
longer	
  hold	
  as	
  an	
  important	
  place	
  in	
  people’s	
  lives.	
  Yet	
  television,	
  which	
  has	
  been	
  
around	
  for	
  approximately	
  nine	
  decades,	
  is	
  still	
  considered	
  a	
  main	
  source	
  of	
  daily	
  
information	
  and	
  entertainment.	
  Furthermore,	
  television	
  is	
  still	
  the	
  primary	
  medium	
  
for	
  transmitting	
  and	
  receiving	
  images,	
  sounds,	
  ideas,	
  and	
  messages	
  to	
  the	
  masses.	
  	
  
As	
  scholar	
  Richard	
  Adler	
  points	
  out	
  in	
  the	
  opening	
  quote	
  of	
  this	
  chapter,	
  the	
  
messages,	
  images,	
  and	
  ideas	
  transmitted	
  through	
  televisions	
  are	
  far	
  from	
  neutral.	
  In	
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fact,	
  mainstream	
  media,	
  particularly	
  television	
  programming,	
  is	
  in	
  large	
  part	
  
responsible	
  for	
  shaping	
  and	
  reflecting	
  society’s	
  perception	
  of	
  race,	
  social	
  conflict,	
  
political	
  agendas,	
  and	
  values	
  and	
  attitudes	
  of	
  the	
  world.	
  	
  Although	
  it	
  is	
  important	
  to	
  
note	
  that	
  that	
  media	
  also	
  reflects	
  social	
  relations	
  and	
  representations	
  that	
  are	
  
already	
  in	
  place,	
  in	
  this	
  chapter,	
  I	
  argue	
  that	
  mass	
  media,	
  namely	
  Rede	
  Globo	
  is	
  a	
  
major	
  force	
  that	
  plays	
  a	
  pivotal	
  role	
  in	
  influencing	
  Brazilian	
  culture	
  and	
  maintaining	
  
certain	
  ideologies	
  in	
  place	
  on	
  behalf	
  of	
  the	
  elite.	
  In	
  order	
  to	
  accomplish	
  this	
  I	
  employ	
  
the	
  theoretical	
  perspectives	
  of	
  Cultivation	
  Theory	
  as	
  well	
  as	
  other	
  Cultural	
  Studies	
  
scholarship	
  to	
  support	
  the	
  claim	
  that	
  Brazilian	
  mainstream	
  media	
  create	
  dominant	
  
images,	
  messages,	
  and	
  ‘facts,’	
  which	
  contribute	
  to	
  a	
  larger	
  hegemonic	
  project	
  of	
  
racial	
  democracy.	
  	
  

The idea that media vis-à-vis television helps shape one’s idea of the world, of what is
real and what is not, and influences one’s behavior is carefully discussed under
Cultivation Theory. George Gerbner and Larry Gross developed Cultivation Theory as a
research tool to investigate the long-term effects of television watching on American
audiences. Put simply, “Cultivation analysis is the study of television’s independent
contributions to viewer’s conception of social reality” (James Shanahan and Michael
Morgan 1999, 4). In Television and Its Viewers: Cultivation Theory and Research, James
Shanahan and Michael Morgan outline the origins of cultivation theory and how it is used
in practice as a methodology for media research. According to Shanahan and Morgan, the
primary premise of cultivation theory is that, “those who spend more time watching
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television are more likely to perceive the real world in ways that reflect the most common
and recurrent messages of the television world, compared to people who watch less
television” (4). Furthermore, the scholars posit that “Cultivation is about the implications
[…] repetitive, pervasive, and virtually inescapable patterns of images and ideologies that
television (especially dramatic, fictional entertainment) provides” (5). Hence, the
problem is not necessarily that media misrepresents certain groups or misconstrues facts
on a singular basis; the larger issue is that the misrepresentations and false messages are
used repeatedly, thus influencing viewers to internalize such imagery and symbols.

Furthermore, respected media critic and journalist Ben Bagdikian (2004), reminds us that
powerful mass media institutions operate much like a cartel. In his book The New Media
Monopoly, Bagdikian explores the business nature of American media conglomerates that
place a vast majority of power in the hands of few, as large media firms merge with one
another. Bagdikian points out that in the United States there are five major media
corporations, The Big Five (Time Warner, The Walt Disney Company, Viacom,
Murdoch’s News Corporation, and Bertelsmann. According to him, the strategy of these
five companies “has been to have major holdings in all the media, from newspapers to
movie studios. This gives each of the five corporations and their leaders more
communication power than was exercised by any despot or dictatorship in history […] a
major force in shaping contemporary American life” (Bagdikian 2004, 3-4). Bagdikian
also rightfully asserts that “media products […] manufacture a social and political world
[…] their concentrated influence exercises political and cultural forces reminiscent of the
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royal decrees of monarchs” (10-11). In other words, the Big Five control virtually all the
images produced in the U.S. and influence the public and personal lives of every
American. Putting this framework in the perspective of Brazil, the term “monopoly” is an
understatement, as Globo practically has no competition from rival networks. An article
on The Economist highlights, “No fewer than 91 million people, just under half the
population, tune in to it each day: the sort of audience that, in the United States, is to be
had only once a year, and only for the one network that has won the rights that year to
broadcast American football’s Super Bowl championship game” (The Economist. “Globo
Domination.” June 7th, 2014). In comparison, “Its nearest competitor in free-to-air
television, Record, has an audience share of only about 13%. America’s most popular
broadcast network, CBS, has a mere 12% share of audience during prime time, and its
main competitors have around 8%” (Ibid). Globo’s power, reach, and monopoly in Brazil
looks indeed very much like a dictatorship.

Moreover, in the study, “Living with television: The dynamics of the cultivation
process,” Gerbner, Gross, et al. argue that:

Television is the source of the most broadly shared images and
messages in history...Television cultivates from infancy the very
predispositions and preferences that used to be acquired from other
primary sources [...] The repetitive pattern of television's massproduced messages and images forms the mainstream of a common
symbolic environment (pp. 17 – 18).
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To expand on this thought, it is important to emphasize that, in many ways, television has
taken the place of institutions such as, churches and organized clubs, and, to a certain
degree, even competes with schools, in terms of how people, particularly children,
become introduced to society and learn social cues.

Before continuing to review what other scholars have written about media and its role on
society building, I would like to highlight the five primary tenets of cultivation theory.
Shanahan and Morgan outline five principal “propositions” that are involved in
cultivation analysis consolidated here:

1.
“Institutions of mass communication are owned by social and
primarily economic elites” (16).
2.
“Social and economic elites codify messages in their media
which serve elite aim” (ibid).
3.
“The tendency for media messages to conform to elite needs
and desires” (17).
4.
“Audience members, whether or not they’re seeking to fulfill
individual needs, participate in a social process in which they hear,
[see], and internalize messages of social elite” (ibid).
5.
“Audience members more ‘committed’ to media will have
belief structures [that resonates more] with “those desired by social
elite” (18).

If we look at cultivation theory’s last tenet, it is clear that the more exposure one has to
television the more likely one is to conform and be influenced by the messages encoded
in programming, believing those to be facts or truths. Therefore, provided with steady
dominant ideology, the internalization discussed in the fourth tenet will thus serve the
purposes of the elite. I elaborate on this point later in the chapter.
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In an effort to draw a line between the media as a force that define society as well culture,
I turn to journalist Michael Novak’s essay “Television Shapes the Soul” (1975). Novak
asserts, “Television is an organ of nationalization, of homogenization, –and, indeed, of a
certain systematic inaccuracy about the actual, concrete texture of life” (14).
Accordingly, more than shaping viewers perceptions and attitudes, research shows that
television is used as a tool of nation-building by attempting to create a melting pot
society, make its citizens uniform, and thereby erasing any trace of cultural diversity. To
add to this discussion, Novak presents another proposition that is worth noting: “The
television set becomes a new instrument of reality […] in some sense what isn’t on
television isn’t quite real” (16). This is particularly informative when thinking about the
black body and the structuring of race and race relations in Brazil. If TV has the power of
making things real, of turning fantasy into fact, then whatever is not on TV, as Novak
points out, goes unaccounted for and does not exist. From this vantage, it is safe to
hypothesize that black bodies do not exist –unless as a miniscule minority – in the
consciousness of media producers in Brazil. Race structuring and race relations also
cease to exist, since in media-land, Brazilian society is homogenous and has little to no
social disparities or racial tensions, as evidenced in a later chapter and interviews.
Novak reminds us that, “television is a parade of experts instructing the unenlightened
about the […] correct attitudes to have with respect to race, poverty, social conflict, and
new moralities” (18). Considering that race, poverty, and, generally speaking, social
conflict are either absent from small screens in Brazil or, when present, misrepresented
through stereotypes, the instruction put fourth by Brazilian “experts” or intellectuals is to
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not deal with race, to continue to deny it, and to accept stereotypical black images as the
norm.

As a complement to the discussion of Cultivation Theory, I engage with Stuart Hall’s
concepts of encoding and decoding to better understand the relationship between media
and telespectator, particularly as it pertains to racial structuring. According to Hall,
mainstream media encodes their shows with messages that remain engrained in the
audience (Hall 1973, 16). There is a symmetrical message transmitted through television
shows and received by the audience. Hall argues that “repressed contents of culture” are
subtly “disguised” in order to create symbolic meanings in the production (Hall, 11). In
the context of this discussion, I hypothesize that programming producers participate in a
disguised form of racism by creating subordinate black characters and normalizing their
subordination such that blackness becomes synonymous with criminality, servility,
hypersexuality, etc. Hall calls this process the “dominant or hegemonic code” (16).
Symmetrically speaking, the viewer decodes the meaning from TV shows that are
intentionally encoded by their producers. Hall asserts: “[a] majority of the television
audience has much difficulty in [analytically] identifying the visual signs they see” (12).
When employing this encoding/decoding lens to the telenovelas, I posit that these shows
are imbued or coded with the message that being black is synonymous with being poor or
subaltern and the best way to gain social ascendance is through marrying a white love
interest. It is also important to look at the issue from an asymmetrical perspective, what
Hall refers to as “oppositional code” (18). According to the author, viewers play an active
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and analytical role when watching television. Thus, an oppositional or active decoder
does not accept the images and their signs as they are presented to them. Instead, he or
she “detotalizes the message in the preferred code in order to retotalize the message
within some alternative framework” (ibid). This oppositional decoder, or analytical
viewer, is one of the keys to challenge major television channels and encourage
producers to create more diverse programming.

Brazilian filmmaker Joel Zito Araujo’s A Negação do Brasil: O Negro na Telenovela
Brasileira (2000) is another important text in the debate about the impact of the media on
everyday life and the lack of diversity in Brazilian soap operas. He provides historical
background on the disenfranchisement of Afro-Brazilian actors and an analysis of the
stereotypical roles often offered to them. Despite the immense contribution Araujo makes
to Brazilian television studies, one of the major omissions in his scholarship is the lack of
a theoretical framework to analyze the issues he raises. Thus, I turn to Antonio Gramsci
and the concept of hegemony to close this gap. In addition, I briefly engage with Abdias
do Nascimento’s work Brazil: Mixture or Massacre and Jared Sexton’s Amalgamation
Schemes to highlight the insidious project of whitening stitched into the fabric of
Brazilian discourses of harmonious miscegenation and racial democracy, and how
television programming perpetuates this project.

I now turn to an overview of hegemony, what it is and how it functions. Hegemony can
be understood as the social, cultural, ideological, or economic influence exerted by a
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dominant group (Williams, 1977). In Brazil, as in most societies, this dominant group is
the white elite with white men at the top of the pyramid. Thus the influences exerted are
this group’s ideal of what Brazil should look like and how its citizens should behave.
Although the definition calls our attention to a given dominant group, it is essential to
distinguish domination, or rule, from hegemony. When paraphrasing of Gramsci, prolific
Cultural Studies academic Raymond Williams (1977) clarifies that “Gramsci made a
distinction between ‘rule’ (dominio) and ‘hegemony.’ ‘Rule’ is expressed […] in times of
crisis by direct and effective coercion” (Williams 1977, 108). By contrast, hegemony
does not require the use of direct force. Through hegemony, the dominant group [rich
whites] exerts their power over the subaltern [blacks and other groups of low social
status] by imposing their cultural norms. In his book, The Media’s Role in Defining the
Nation: The Active Voice, David Copeland emphasizes, “taken together, the message,
creator, and the medium have the potential to produce powerful results, and we most
notice this power when media are used for ideological purposes” (Copeland 2010, 4-5).
Given this framework, I contend that the hegemonic dominance of mainstream media has
been controlling Brazilian media for decades keeping the best interest of the status quo.

The white elite owns Brazilian mainstream media and, as such, this dominant class
controls what types of ideas are produced in television shows. According to Noam
Chomsky and Edward Herman, mainstream media’s purpose is to “inform, and to
inculcate individuals with the values, beliefs, and codes of behavior that will integrate
them into the institutional structures of the larger society” (Chomsky and Herman 2002,
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1). The “larger society” here can be read as white culture. Pushing this point further,
Sander Gilman suggests, “specific individual realities are thus given mythic extension
through association with the qualities of a class. These realities [are] … composed of
fragments of the real world, perceived through the ideological bias of the observer”
(Gilman 1986, 223). In the imagination or creative process of program writing, white
scriptwriters do not allow much space for representations of black power, whether social,
capital, or cultural. As Liv Sovik explains, “whites appear in disproportionately high
numbers as figures of authority and examples of beauty in the Brazilian media” (Sovik
2004, 315). Consequently, the audience is bombarded with images and values of
whiteness, leaving black Brazilians little-to-no diversity in images or affirming messages
to absorb about themselves. In fact, the concept of hegemony became very clear in my
research when many of my interviewees shared that they think we have come a long way
and telenovelas no longer show racist images, “they used to, when I was growing up I
never saw anyone like me,” stated Joy, a sixty-two year old homemaker. “But today is
very different,” she continued, “I see more black characters on Globo, I don’t see that
problem with racism.” Yet another participant, Carmen, insisted, “I don’t think novelas
mean to be racist. I don’t know anyone in my neighborhood [with that kind of money,
unless they are in the [drug] trafficking. And the novelas show that too.” This control
over the images displayed on television gives the dominant class the power to circulate
their ideologies to socially subordinate groups. In the book Media Matters: Race and
Gender in U.S. Politics, John Fiske contends, “if racism can be recoded into discourses
that are not explicitly concerned with race, it can be spoken silently” (Fiske 1996, 37).
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This type of silent, covert racism allows Brazil to put forth the façade that it is a postracial nation, the birthplace of racial democracy.

In his book Brazil, Mixture or Massacre? Brazilian scholar and activist Abdias do
Nascimento reminds us that “the myth [of racial democracy] has become one of the most
deeply ingrained elements of Brazilian social consciousness since the entire educational
system, mass communications media … and other agents influencing public opinion all
work to sustain it” (Nascimento 1989, viii). According to Nascimento, the practice of
miscegenation, or mixing, plays a part in the genocide of Afro-Brazilians and this racist
national project was aided by the inception of an immigration law passed shortly after the
abolition of slavery, that welcomed the massive entrance of Europeans (mainly Italians
and Germans) into Brazil. Newly arrived Italian and German immigrants were granted
jobs that were denied to freed Africans (Nascimento, 1989). When this work was
published in 1989, there was already statistical proof showing that Brazil was not the
racial paradise that it pretended to be. “In contrast to the image of ‘racial democracy,’ the
data cited show a clear hierarchy in terms of income and educational opportunity. At the
top are white men, followed by white women, black men, and black women at the
bottom. Between 1980 and 1982, this situation worsened (PNAD1982)” (Nascimento
1989, ix). It is unsettling that nearly three decades later not much has changed. There
remains a stark racial hierarchy in which black women consistently rank last on all the
social markers. Racial dictatorship is a more befitting term to describe Brazil. Eugenic
strategies were put in place as a tool to whiten the country with the hopes of wiping out
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black bodies. In his book “O Negro – de Bom Escravo a Mau Cidadao,” Brazilian
historian Clovis Moura, known for an extensive body of work detailing the history of
black Brazilians, highlights, “more Italian immigrants entered in the 30 years after
abolition than the number of slaves that benefitted from emancipation. With the abolition
law, the marginalization of black people was instituted” (Moura 1977, 27). The Brazilian
government was more invested in ensuring that newly arrived immigrants could climb the
social ladder and succeed than it ever was in providing the necessary resources and
support for its black citizens. Given this history and Nascimento’s theory, it becomes
clear how TV shows contribute to a national project of racial democracy and whitening
when they portray Brazil as a racial democracy through the depictions of interracial
relationships as the only means of upward social mobility and representations of AfroBrazilians as happy about their low socio-economic status. These portrayals do little to
foster a strong sense of self for Afro-Brazilians.

Although much of this chapter focuses on image representation in fictional television
shows, it is worth mentioning that television news is as much of a culprit as soap operas
in producing detrimental images of black people. Scholar Christopher Campbell (2005)
reminds us of the racist customs of television news in the article “A Myth of
Assimilation: ‘Enlightened’ Racism and the News.” Referencing a study by Robert
Entman on racism and images of blacks on television news, Campbell contends that the
display of crime in television news contributes to “a general animosity among whites
toward African Americans” (139). The same argument can be made in Brazil, where a
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vast majority of the news segments on criminal activity –or even on newspaper reporting
on local crimes – depicts black men committing crimes targeting white communities.
However, criminal activities where black bodies are the victims, whether of police
violence or individual white-on-black violence, generally are not newsworthy. Tuning in
daily to watch the primetime lineup of soap operas, I inevitably watched the local and
national news. In a covert way, television news participates in the process of
discrimination against black bodies, putting forth the perception that people of African
descent are almost never victims of crime but virtually always the criminals.

In 2010 I conducted a research project analyzing the discourse and visual representation
of blackness in Brazilian soap operas. Although that study was done at a much smaller
scale and with fewer resources, it served as a foundation and predecessor to this
dissertation. I critically watched a number of episodes of the soap opera Duas Caras.
This soap opera was considered particularly controversial because it was the first
primetime production on the biggest Brazilian network to address issues of racism in
Brazilian society, as well as introduce the first black protagonist in a soap opera plot.
However, although considered ground breaking as a telenovela that disrupts the myth of
racial democracy in Brazil (Joyce, 2012), I challenge that argument and contend instead
that Duas Caras supports the claim that the facts imagined and expressed by the drama’s
authors are indeed filled with symbolisms of racial democracy. Thus, maintaining a
similar formula of other soap operas that raise issues of race. For instance, just fifteen
percent of the cast (out of one hundred total characters) was black. By the end of its 210
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episodes, fourteen of said characters ended up married to, or somehow romantically
involved with a white counterpart—that is fourteen out of the fifteen black characters—
not to mention that all the black characters in the soap opera were complacent and happy
with their low social status. Of course the idea of marrying or reproducing with a white
partner goes hand-in-hand with ideologies of whitening and ultimately, racial democracy
(everyone gets along and love is colorblind). In all of the soap operas aired during this
research, every one displayed a majority of black characters romantically involved with a
white character. However, in reality, statistics tell otherwise, showing that a majority of
heterosexual Brazilians do not intermarry and prefer to have a partner of the same race. In
her article “‘Interracial’ Sex and Racial Democracy in Brazil,” Donna Goldstein notes
that according to a survey on Veja, a reputable weekly news magazine in Brazil, “53% of
white Brazilians preferred a white marriage partner” (Goldstein 1999, 566). And,
although 14% of black survey participants “preferred a white partner,” 37% preferred to
marry within their race. Even though the author of Duas Caras, as well as authors from
other novelas, promote interracial partnership, the national symbol of racial democracy,
Goldstein employs a study by Hasenbalg et al. (1992) to show that “in Rio de Janeiro,
‘same-race’ unions are more common than not” and she reasons that sexual relations, not
necessarily marriage, prove to be the main source of racial mixing (Goldstein 1999, 568).
In his book Race in Another America, sociologist Edward Telles highlights that “several
leading scholars of Brazilian race relations claim that these presumed high levels of
intermarriage are exaggerated products of Brazil’s nationalist ideology that is rooted in
extensive miscegenation during slavery” (Telles 2004, 173). According to demographers,
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Brazilians do, in fact, prefer endogamy as opposed to intermixing, as seen on the table
below:
branca

negra

amarela

parda

indígena

branco

75,3%

3,6%

0,6%

20,4%

0,1%

negro

26,4%

39,9%

1,4%

32,1%

0,2%

amarelo

24%

6,8%

44,2%

24,7%

0,3%

pardo

26,1%

3,9%

0,9%

69%

0,1%

indígena

16,6%

3,1%

1%

13,9%

65,4%

Table 1.1: Marriage statistics by race: Brazil 2010 (Source: 2010 Census of Brazil IBGE).
Based on the latest Brazilian census, race is considered a major factor when choosing a
spouse. The 2010 IBGE (Instituto Brasileiro de Geografia e Estatistica) data shows that
70% of the marriages in Brazil are unions of people with the same skin color; and black
women (7% of the total population) are least likely to get married. These numbers
contradict the myth of miscegenation and racial harmony that soap opera creators
advance. The data shows a clear bias in the selection of a romantic partner based on skin
color or race.

As seen in the literature (Araujo 2000, 2007; d’Adesky 2005, Ribeiro 2010), one of the
ways Brazilian media contributes to hegemonic discourses of racial democracy is through
the oversaturation of biracial romances in fictional soap operas. Another way the media
does that is through depictions of Afro-Brazilians as happy with their subaltern positions
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to whites and never complaining of prejudice. The media often portrays blacks and
whites living harmoniously. Media scholar Paula Matabane indicates that, “Television
fiction establishes the social value of an integrated setting while omitting the social
negatives that many blacks may experience in real-life all-white circumstances”
(Matabane 2005, 64). Referring to misconstrued ideas of racial integration she continues,
“Overall the data supports [that] heavy television viewers more frequently perceived that
racial integration is more prevalent, that blacks and whites were more similar, and that
more blacks were middle class” (67). This is particularly disconcerting for activists
fighting for resources and support in black communities because if the general consensus
is that blacks and whites are equal in every field, then it delegitimizes any anti-racist
project.

It seems as though in order to appeal to the general public, blacks are either represented
or raced in stereotypical ways, or their blackness disappears completely, and becomes
invisible. Herman Gray refers to this effect as assimilationist programming. He explains,

I consider shows assimilationist to the extent that the worlds they
construct are distinguished by the complete elimination or, at best,
marginalization of social and cultural differences in the interest of
shared and universal similarity […] such programs consistently erase
the histories of conquest, slavery, isolation, and power inequalities,
conflicts, and struggles for justice and equality (Gray 2005, 166).

Furthermore Gray argues, “Seldom on these shows is there ever any sustained
engagement with the messiness, confusion, and tension caused by racism and inequality
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that punctuate the daily experience of so many members of our society” (ibid). In Brazil,
this is the case because the depiction of power inequalities and racial tension would go
against the myth of racial democracy that white elites sustain and drill into the
subconscious of the rest of the population such that blacks may accept it as the norm.
Additionally, Gray maintains “assimilationist television discourses […] stem from deeply
held fears, insecurities, and misunderstandings by individual whites who lack sufficient
contact with blacks and other peoples of color” (167). Gray’s statement is extremely
useful because it brings to fore a practical reason why telenovela authors and writers fail
to depict a fairer representation of of blackness. Even though Brazil has such a high
population of citizens of African descent, much of the country is highly segregated
(Scheper-Hughes, 1998;
Twine 1998, Telles, 2004), making it possible for whites to lack meaningful contact with
blacks.

In this chapter, I engaged with several media theories to consider the role of media plays
in influencing race attitudes and relations in the U.S. and in Brazil. As stated by
sociologist Darnell Hunt, “Far from being race neutral, media markets are actually the
direct products of raced processes” (Hunt 2005, 17). Hence, as previously discussed,
mainstream media has the power to shape opinions and social processes (Adler 1975;
Bagdikian 2004; d’Adesky 2001; Gerbner et al. 2002; Novak 1975), in many cases it
shapes opinions and collective ideas of racial attitudes in a given society. Furthermore, I
demonstrated the ways in which the media contributes to the racist, fabricated hegemonic
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discourse of racial democracy in Brazil. Racial democracy is a concept that sounds great
in theory and it would be uplifting if it worked in practice. The main problem with the
idea of racial democracy in Brazil, beyond the fact that it does not exist, is that it hides or
downplays the issues and struggles of black communities, since such struggles do not
have a place in a racially democratic society. Consequently, the promoting or believing
the myth of racial democracy frees the elite and government institutions from their
responsibilities to a just, equal society while simultaneously providing the dominant class
with a clear conscience. Stated simply, racial democracy is used by Brazilian elite as a
means to avoid addressing the long history of racism and inequalities that blacks
experience in Brazil.

History of Globo and Telenovelas

Between 1956 and 1961, President Jucelino Kubitscheck focused heavily on the
expansion of media, particularly television. Thus, television sets and TV programming
played a huge role in the development of Brazil as a modern and capitalist player in the
Western Hemisphere (Matos 1982, 46). Kubitscheck used mainstream media, especially
the new technology of television, as an apparatus to advance his industrialization project
and his broader political agenda, even televising his inauguration, which was an
unprecedented practice. Although television sets were still prohibitively expensive,
Kubitscheck was the first president to use them as a vehicle to disseminate culture and
credo (ibid). I contend that television, during this era, became a central or critical
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instrument in the spreading and perpetuation of patriarchy, racism, and other ideologies,
such as whitening, to the Brazilian population.

Five years later, after the military coup d’état and military expansion of 1964, Brazil’s
military leader Humberto de Alencar Castelo Branco supported journalist Roberto
Marinho in the founding of TV Globo, currently the largest television network in South
America “with revenues that reached 14.6 billion reais ($6.3 billion) in 2013, having
climbed impressively over the past decade” (The Economist. “Globo Domination.” June
7th, 2014). The support from Castelo Branco linked the network to a system of oppression
(and a dictatorship regime) since its inception (Dowmunt 1993, “Beyond Citizen Kane”
1994). Although it was not until a deal with the American group, Time-Life (presently
Time Warner), who invested six million dollars in the new network, that Globo would
have the necessary resources to grow its infrastructure (Hackett, R.; Zhao, Y et al. 2005).
Globo ’s partnership with Time-Life proved beneficial to the military in two ways. First,
it promoted Brazil’s image as a unified nation by reinforcing images of shared identity
and culture (Ibid.), solidifying the notion that nationality trumped any other identity
marker. Ideas such as “we are all Brazilians” discouraged pointing out racial differences.
Second, the partnership also benefited from the growth of foreign capital. Even though it
was against Brazilian law for a national network to operate using foreign capital,
Marinho’s ties with the military served as a loophole and exempted him from the
provision. Moreover, his connections and international resources allowed him to excel far
beyond the competition, such as TV Tupi and the Sistema Brasileiro de Televisão
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(Hackett et al 2005; Porto 2012). It is important to highlight that although Rede Globo
was the original name given to the new television channel, the name is also used to
describe TV Globo ’s corporation at large. In addition to its television channel, the Globo
conglomerate includes a radio station, several premium cable television channels,
newspapers, publishing houses, cinema production, etc. Therefore, Rede Globo , TV
Globo , or simply Globo , are all names Brazilians use to describe the mega media
network; I use them interchangeably in this chapter and throughout this dissertation.

In Grã-finos na Globo: Cultura e Merchandising nas Novelas, author Roberto Ramos
studies Brazilian novelas from a sociological approach. He carefully analyzes different
characters, scenes, themes and the importance of merchandising in the media. He notes
that how the media uses s “to alienate the viewers from society at large, enhance state
apathy, and make viewers more passive, especially the uneducated ones” (Ramos 1986,
50). In other words, Ramos claims that when people come home from their daily
activities, they turn on their TVs as a form of entertainment and get sucked into the
messages created by telenovelas.

As noted previously, Brazil was the first country in South America to launch a television
network and air TV shows. The São Paulo network was called TV Tupi. Ramos states that
the network “did not intend to promote social communication. It was designed as a
necessity to develop national capitalism. Its function was to encourage material
consumption in the newly industrialized nation” (ibid). However, the owners of the
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network soon realized that they needed something that would catch people’s attention and
ensure good ratings. In other words, they had to come up with a program that would
entertain viewers. According to Ramos, “TV Tupi produced its first radionovela, Sua
Vida me Pertence, in 1951 (...) each episode lasted 15 minutes and it stayed on for three
months.” Then, with the growth of multinational companies the radionovelas were taken
to television studios. The first telenovela was produced by TV Excelsior; this novela ,
entitled, 2-5499 Ocupado, premiered in black and white in 1963 (“Telenovela Brasileira:
Historia,” http://www.teledramaturgia.com.br/hi.htm. Accessed September 12, 2013).

Today, “TV Globo, is the fourth largest commercial network in the world” (Porto 2012;
Straubhaar, J The Museum of Broadcast Communications Archives). In 1966, Cuban
writer Gloria Magadan produced their first telenovela, Eu Compro Esta Mulher. The first
‘teledrama’ was not very successful. However, in 1969, Globo broadcasted Véu de Noiva
by Brazilian writer Janete Clair (http://www.teledramaturgia.com.br/hi.htm. Accessed
September 12, 2014). The novela was a hit and it marked the beginning of Rede Globo’s
long legacy of internationally acclaimed soap operas. From that point on Globo began
investing more money in the production of novelas and by the 1980’s the network was
famous for being the leader in television programming from 6 PM to 10PM, Monday
through Saturday, which were the hours novelas da Globo aired and continue to air today.
Currently, TV Globo is not only “the largest television exporter within Latin America,
particularly of telenovelas” (Gomes 1998, 4), but also is the leading international
exporter of such productions throughout the world. Thus, the image citizens around the
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world have of Brazil is informed by the images created in telenovelas. This process
allows representations of blackness to circulate globally and the content produced by
media makers in Brazil to have potential implications for people of African descent
throughout Latin America.

Race in Brazil vs. Race on Globo
In a discussion about black representation in Brazilian soap operas, Joel Zito Araujo
points out that,

In Brazil, the ideology of branqueamento (whitening) and the myth of
racial democracy were social policies built historically to erase the
African heritage, ‘a mancha negra da escravidao,1’ was seen as
responsible for the difficulty that Afro-Brazilians faced when building
their self-esteem. (…) In the 21st century, blacks are still living with the
same diminished self-image created by a negative racial identity
enforced by the cultural industry in Brazil, which insists in the idea of
branqueamento (Araujo 2000, 25).

Araujo contends that historically speaking, black Brazilians have had more challenges
gaining access to decent roles on TV than in movies or in theater productions. This
certainly does not suggest that the latter two have welcomed blacks with open arms.
Since the 1960’s, anytime a black character was portrayed in a soap opera he or she
worked as a servant in a rich white person’s house or they were slaves in colonial themed
soap operas (Araujo 2000). Furthermore, in reference to the mere presence of AfroBrazilians on television screens, Araujo states, “it is important to discuss any distortions

1

Mancha negra da escravidao is a way many Brazilians describe the long period of slavery. Literally it
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that might have damaged the process of self affirmation and self esteem of the black
population in this symbolic field, which happens everyday in the most important means
of mass communication in Brazil – television” (Araujo 2000, 21).

It is only in the last decade that blacks have finally been cast for non-stereotypical TV
roles. This shift has forced many Brazilians to redefine their assumptions about black
participation in Brazilian society. In 1995, Zeze Motta, the lead actress in the original
1976 Xica da Silva, Antonio Pitanga, Camila Pitanga and Norton Nascimento made
history in the popular TV Globo telenovela A Proxima Vitima (“The Next Victim”)
written by Sílvio de Abreu, Alcides Nogueira and Maria Adelaide Amaral. They were the
first actors to portray a middle-class Afro-Brazilian family on national TV.2 Two years
later, in 1997, writer Manoel Carlos premiered Por Amor (“For Love”). In this novella,
black actress Maria Ceiça has a relationship with Paulo César Grande (a blond-hair, blueeyed Brazilian actor). This was the first Rede Globo novela that addressed racial
discrimination against people of African-descent in the country (Araujo 2000, 227).

In 2004, Tais Araujo, Brazil’s most recognized and highest paid Black actress made
history. She became the first black woman to have a lead role in a Rede Globo soap
opera. Da Cor do Pecado (“The Color of Sin”), aired in 2004 and was written by João
Emanuel Carneiro.3 In the novela, Preta (Tais Araujo) falls in love with Paco (Reynaldo

2
3

A Negacao do Brasil. A documentary film by Joel Z. Araujo.
http://RedeGlobo.Globo .com/Dacordopecado/0,18529,3255,00.html (accessed August 14, 2014).
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Gianecchini, an Italian-Brazilian) and becomes pregnant. Paco dies before meeting his
son, and the plot unravels as Preta tries to prove to Afonso (Paco’s father, who is also
white) that the boy is his legitimate grandson. Carneiro explores a lot of racial issues
engrained in the culture and the novela was a phenomenal success. It pulled in staggering
ratings: 68% of all Brazilian viewers tuned in during its first year.4 Da Cor do Pecado,
was just one of many soap operas to follow that juxtaposed a black character with a white
one in order to highlight racism in Brazilian society. That said, the authors never quite
delve deep enough to truly explore the facets of racism in Brazil. Somehow, in the middle
of the plot, the racist character becomes a better person, changes their attitudes and
accepts blacks, or they remain the racist villain and either die or have an unfortunate
ending in the soap opera’s final episode. This type of superfluous display or racism adds
nothing to the conversation of racial equality.

Under the “Identity” link on Globo’s official web portal, there is the following mission
statement:
To document the cultural diversity of our people is part of TV Globo’s
daily routine. The network allows viewers to see themselves in
programming made for Brazilians, by Brazilians. It is a mirror that
reflects our culture, a window that shows other peoples the colors of
Brazil, and through which one sees Brazil and the world. All this is
consolidated in the different network’s slogan throughout the
years: Globo: A gente se vê por aqui [Globo: We see each other here]
(http://redeglobo.globo.com/Portal/institucional/foldereletronico/ingles/
g_identidade.html) Accessed March 24, 2014).

4

http://RedeGlobo.Globo .com/Dacordopecado/0,18529,3255,00.html (accessed August 14, 2014).
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The above statement is inaccurate, to say the least. It is part of the strategy used by Globo
to make telespectators think that they are part of the Globo family. With slogans such as
A gente se vê por aqui (We see each other here), A gente se liga em você (We are into
you), and their traditional end of the year jingle A festa é sua, a festa é nossa, é de quem
quiser, quem vier (The party is yours, the party is ours, it is for whoever wants it,
whoever comes), they create the false impression that Globo is the people’s network.
Nonetheless, not a single person in the group of women that I interviewed “saw
themselves” in Globo’s programming. Brazil is home to the second largest population of
people of Japanese descent (Endoh, Toake 2009; Lone, Stewart 2002) and according to
the 2010 IBGE census, there are 817,000 Brazilians who identify themselves as
indigenous (IBGE census 2010). Yet, during my fieldwork for this project, I never once
saw Brazilians of Asian or Indigenous backgrounds in any of Globo’s daily shows. That
Globo is a mirror reflecting Brazilian culture is simply not a fair or truthful statement,

I also had the opportunity to visit the Central Globo de Produção, also known as
PROJAC, the production studio for TV Globo. There, I spoke with employees, directors,
and actors. PROJAC is an impressive space capable of wowing any person. It is a
massive structure that looks more like its own town or a campus of sorts. It is located
between Jacarepaguá and Curicica, two widely underdeveloped neighborhoods in the
west zone (Zona Oeste) of Rio de Janeiro. The roads surrounding the studio area are
poorly paved with weeds growing through cracks in the ground. It is completely desolate
and void of commercial businesses or residences. Then, similar to the way soap operas
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do not reflect actual Brazilian society, one crosses the studio gates into an unbelievably
different world, as if stepping into an alternate reality. There are manicured lawns, trendy
restaurants and cafes, state-of-the-art infrastructure and architecture, and golf carts to take
any person to and from specific studio areas. One could say that PROJAC is like a
developed and walled enclave housed in the middle of a struggling, underdeveloped city.
To enter the compound one must go through tight security, have their bags checked by an
officer, pass through a metal detector, and have a photograph taken, all as measures to
make sure they can keep out any undesired guests.

It did not take long to realize that unlike the images in Globo’s daily programming, there
are many blacks working behind the scenes. But certainly similar to the images in their
shows, especially in soap operas, a vast majority of the black employees work in
subservient roles, as maids, janitors, groundkeepers, cafeteria employees, and doing
intense physical labor. I asked one of the directors (a white man) about the lack of black
employees in higher positions of power and he answered, “I can be considered black,
here in Brazil we are all a little black.”

This manipulated response underscores one of the biggest challenges to conducting racerelated research in Brazil. The convenient fluidity of race, specifically when applied to
blackness and depending on the situation, offers part of the answer to why soap opera
producers’ imagination fails to reflect the reality of the country. If “we are all a little
black,” what type of Black identity model is being created and disseminated routinely by
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TV Globo’s telenovelas? As veteran black Brazilian actor Antonio Pitanga once put it,
“Back in the day the pelourinho used to be sticks and whips. Today it is within the mass
media. We [blacks] are being whipped constantly through our self-esteem” (Jornal do
Brasil, Super TV, 20 July. 1997. 5). Pitanga’s analogy is extremely pertinent because
mass media has the ability to reach people at a much larger exponential rate in
contemporary culture.

It is important to note, however, that mainstream media does not operate alone. There is
an unspoken pact in society that allows Globo to reproduce these stereotypical, racist, at
times even dehumanized, images of black Brazilians. Why is it unimaginable to create
the same images of whites? As it became clear in the process of this research, there is no
collective imagination of dehumanized whites in society. Therefore, there is a two-way
street in the grand scheme of this process, where society feeds mainstream media a set of
social beliefs, and in turn, mainstream media reproduces a false, imagined reality feeding
the images back into society, thus establishing a cyclical pattern of image production.
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Chapter 2: Black Women on Soap Operas

In her book Killing the Black Body: Race Reproduction and the Meaning of Liberty,
Dorothy Roberts makes a point to use a quote from Harriet Jacobs’ Incidents in the Life
of a Slave Girl. She states, “Slavery is terrible for men, but it is far more terrible for
women” (1997, 29). Roberts skillfully describes the struggle of black women to control
their bodies and reproductive rights and stresses the historical sexual vulnerability of
black women, which is unlike that of white women or black men. In fact, the experiences
of black women include racial, gendered and class prejudice. For this reason, in 1983, a
collective of black intellectual women, mostly working class, many lesbians, made a
collective statement to assert: “we find our origins in the historical reality of AfroAmerican women's continuous life-and-death struggle for survival and liberation.”
Furthermore, the Collective contends, “Contemporary black feminism is the outgrowth of
countless generations of personal sacrifice, militancy, and work by our mothers and
sisters” (Combahee, 29). Therefore, a discussion of feminist work and struggles cannot
be fully complete or true to its political agenda of equality and liberation if it excludes
intersectionality.

In this chapter, I briefly review the literature and I argue that Black Feminist Theory and
the intersectional approach it advocates is an analytically productive way to effectively
address the multiple forms of oppression experienced by black folks. I also posit that it is
ineffective to theorize women’s lives without a black feminist perspective. Drawing on
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this theoretical framework, this chapter addresses the over-sexualization and devaluation
of black women’s bodies on Globo’s telenovelas that contribute to the ongoing
dehumanization and objectification of black Brazilian women.
	
  
For	
  centuries	
  women	
  have	
  fought	
  for	
  equality	
  in	
  many	
  different	
  arenas,	
  both	
  
domestic	
  and	
  public;	
  however	
  the	
  assumption	
  that	
  all	
  women	
  are	
  similar	
  and	
  have	
  
the	
  same	
  struggles	
  is	
  flawed	
  and	
  overly	
  simplistic.	
  	
  The	
  struggles	
  and	
  strategies	
  of	
  
resistance	
  deployed	
  by	
  women	
  of	
  color,	
  women	
  in	
  developing	
  countries,	
  members	
  
of	
  the	
  LGBT	
  community,	
  or	
  anyone	
  who	
  deviates	
  from	
  what	
  Audre	
  Lorde	
  calls	
  the	
  
“mythical	
  norm	
  …	
  white,	
  thin,	
  male,	
  heterosexual,	
  Christian,	
  and	
  financially	
  secure”	
  
(Lorde,	
  1984)	
  differ	
  enormously	
  from	
  the	
  struggles	
  of	
  middle	
  class	
  white	
  women.	
  	
  
Therefore,	
  intersectionality	
  theory	
  provides	
  the	
  most	
  appropriate,	
  accurate,	
  and	
  
holistic	
  framework	
  to	
  discuss	
  the	
  experiences	
  of	
  black	
  women	
  or	
  any	
  individual	
  who	
  
experience	
  oppression	
  on	
  a	
  daily	
  basis	
  not	
  only	
  in	
  the	
  U.S.,	
  but	
  also	
  in	
  other	
  
countries	
  including	
  Brazil.	
  	
  

Throughout the 1960s and 1970s the Women’s Liberation Movement or Feminist
Movement addressed issues of gender inequality, reproductive rights, and workplace
equity. In a well-detailed introduction of her anthology Feminist Anthropology: A
Reader, Ellen Lewin traces the development of feminist anthropology within the U.S. and
contributes a valuable analysis to the long list of scholarship covering the topic. She
explains, “early feminist anthropologists sought to make women visible in the
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ethnographic record and in their own worlds,” and that, “Feminist Anthropology first
burst onto the scene … in the early to mid-1970s. Along with similar efforts taking hold
throughout the academy in this period, it was inspired and shaped by the women’s
liberation movement of the late 1960s and early 1970s” (Lewin 2006, 1). According to
Kamala Visweswaran’s detailed genealogy of the Feminist Movement in “Histories of
Feminist Ethnography,” this era falls under what she classifies as period 3, which ran
from 1960s through 1980. This period is often categorized as Second Wave Feminism—
also known as mainstream feminism—and it focused on the development of the
sex/gender systems (Visweswaran, 1997). One of the primary setbacks of mainstream
feminism is that it focuses entirely on gender and universal womanhood. When
discussing earlier waves of feminist, for instance, Lewin highlights how the mentality of
the era was that “we female anthropologists and the women we might encounter in other
cultures were in some way ‘the same,’ all linked by a shared experience of male
dominance” (Lewin, 2 – emphasis added). While it is true that women face male
dominance on a global scale, it is naïve, essentialist, and completely inaccurate, to say the
least, that women are the same. As Audre Lorde puts it, “There is a pretense to a
homogeneity of experience covered by the word sisterhood that does not in fact exist”
(Lorde1984, 116—Original emphasis). This traditional type of framework neglects a
critical analysis of race, class, sexuality, nationality, and identities that “women in other
cultures” juggle regularly. That assumption of homogeneity becomes even more
problematic when we bring into the equation the fact that a vast majority of women
anthropologists—Ruth Landes, Hortense Powdermaker, Margaret Mead, just to name a
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few—made their careers by studying the “Other.” It is apparent through Lewin’s
introduction, that early feminist anthropology, much like traditional anthropology as a
discipline, had a fixation on studying the “Other.” It seems as though feminist
anthropology was not only conceived out of the need to challenge patriarchy and give a
voice to subaltern women, but also from white women’s need to understand their own
lives by studying the problems of “Other” women. The nature of this type of research
becomes pernicious because it continues to maintain a hierarchy of knowledge
production, with white female anthropologists as the authority and experts on the lives of
women in subaltern groups.

In “Is Female to Male as Nature Is to Culture?” cultural anthropologist Sherry B. Ortner
(1974) claims that, “the secondary status of woman in society is one of the true
universals, a pan-cultural fact.” The author goes further to make her central thesis: “In
this paper I try to expose the underlying logic of cultural thinking that assumes the
inferiority of women” (67-68). Although Ortner denounces the subordination of women
throughout the world, she does not complicate that notion by racializing certain
experiences. Instead, readers are left with a simplistic idea that there is a universal,
homogenous women’s experience simply based on male subordination alone. Ortner does
not provide an analysis of why some women may have more (or less) privilege based on
a myriad of circumstances and facts. Furthermore, the author belittles women’s power
and role in society stating, “women’s body seems to doom her to mere reproduction of
life.” She goes on to contrast women to men, “[man] creates relatively lasting, eternal,
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transcendent objects, while the woman creates only perishables – human beings” (Ortner
1974, 75 -My emphasis). So women create only perishable, mere reproduction of life?
With those statements Ortner devalues women’s agency to birth life, which in many
cultures it is believed to be a powerful contribution to society. Such a statement indicates
the author’s westernized view that reveres a men-centered world at the cost of
downplaying women’s roles.

Following much of the same fashion, social and linguistic anthropologist Michelle
Zimbalist Rosaldo discusses women’s lack of power and authority in a variety of
cultures. She argues, “Women may be important, powerful, and influential, but it seems
that, relative to men of their age, and social status, women everywhere lack generally and
culturally valued authority” (17). By spending so much time trying to draw the universal
similarities among women, first wave feminists end up creating a theoretical framework
that heavily centers white middle-class women’s experience, ignoring multiple forms of
discrimination, such as racism and classism, that are pertinent to the struggle and
liberation of women throughout the world. In order to have an inclusive framework we
need a feminist politics that has an anti-racist, anti-classist, anti-sexist, and antiheterosexist agenda. Feminist women of color have developed such theoretical lenses to
understand how systemic injustice and social inequality occur on multidimensional
levels.
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In her book, Women, Race, and Class (1983), political activist and scholar, Angela Y.
Davis highlights the overlapping effects of race, class and gender, which later, law
professor and theorist Kimberlé Crenshaw, termed as intersectionality. An intersectional
framework allows researchers to theorize how various socially and culturally constructed
categories of oppression interact on different, often simultaneous levels, further
contributing to systematic social inequality. For example, intersectionality posits that
traditional models of discrimination such as those based on race (or ethnicity), gender,
class, nationality, religion, sexual orientation do not happen independently of one
another; in fact, these forms of oppression interconnect to create multiple levels of
discrimination in the daily lives of women of color (Collins 2000; Knudsen 2007).
Sociologist George Ritzer points out that intersectionality theory consists of "the view
that women experience oppression in varying configurations and in varying degrees of
intensity" (Ritzer 2007, 204). Therefore, cultural patterns of oppression are not only
connected, but are also influenced by different intersecting social systems. As illustrated
in the Combahee River Collective, women of color, particularly black women “often find
it difficult to separate race from class from sex oppression because in our lives they are
[…] experienced simultaneously” (3).

Black women activists and scholars developed an alternative to the aforementioned
feminist theory in order to fill in the many gaps left by white feminists. In her book From
Margin to Center, bell hooks explains how the creation of an intersectional framework
"challenged the notion that 'gender' was the primary factor determining a woman's fate"
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(hooks, 1984). Women of color opposed the idea that women were a homogeneous,
essentialized group who shared the same life experiences. It was with that denunciation in
mind that in 1983 the Combahee River Collective drafted their demands in a statement.
The members articulated an awareness that their lives, as well as their forms of resistance
to oppression, were particularly shaped by the simultaneous influences of race, class,
gender, and sexuality. Hence, the Collective’s understanding of African American
experiences challenged analyses emerging from black and male-centered social
movements, as well as those from mainstream white, middle-class, heterosexual
feminists. They contend, “It was our experience and disillusionment with these liberation
movements … that led [us] to develop a politics that was anti-racist, unlike those of white
women, and anti-sexist, unlike those of black and white men” (2). This argument
stemmed from the realization that middle class white women did not serve as a prototype
or an accurate representation of the feminist movement as a whole, pointing out that the
forms of oppression experienced by middle class white women were very different from
those experienced by black, poor, and/or queer women. According to the Collective, they
“are actively committed to struggling against racial, sexual, heterosexual, and class
oppression … the synthesis of these oppressions creates the conditions of our lives” (1).
At its most simple level, no black woman in the world suffers from only one
individualized type of discrimination. The Collective reasons that the very definition of
black womanhood encompasses the junction of several layers of constant injustice that is
at the root of black women’s experiences.
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According to black feminists, feminists of color, and many critical white feminists,
experiences of class, gender, sexuality, and other differences of identity cannot be
adequately understood unless the influences of racialization are carefully considered (see
Collins 1991; Guy-Sheftal 1995; hooks 1981). This third wave of feminists argues that
understanding different points of intersections and their effects are critical to
understanding both our identities as well as the effects of structural forces as it pertains
to black womanhood experience (Collins 2000; Crenshaw 1993). In the article “Mapping
the Margins: Intersectionality, Identity Politics, and Violence Against Women of Color,”
Kimberlé Crenshaw explores the intersection of race and gender as it pertains to violence
against women through focusing on the battering and rape of women of color. Crenshaw
states, “Identity based politics has been a source of strength, community, and intellectual
development” for oppressed peoples (1242). Audre Lorde also describes the intersection
of modes of dominance and its strong, direct connection to violence in the lives of black
women in her 1984 collection of essays, Sister Outsider. A passage from Lorde’s essay
Age, Race, Class and Sex: Women Redefining Difference is worth quoting at length. She
relays,
	
  
Black women and our children know the fabric of our lives
is stitched with violence and with hatred, that there is no
rest. We do not deal with it only in picket lines, or in dark
midnight alleys, or in places where we dare to verbalize our
resistance. For us, increasingly, violence weaves through
the daily issues of our living – in the supermarket, in the
classroom, in the elevator, […] from the plumber, the
baker, […] the waitress who does not serve us (119).
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This	
  passage	
  is	
  a	
  prime	
  example	
  of	
  why	
  an	
  intersectional	
  approach	
  is	
  so	
  important	
  
to	
  understanding	
  how	
  it	
  reveals	
  the	
  complexity	
  and	
  diversity	
  of	
  black	
  women’s	
  
experience.	
  	
  Additionally,	
  Lorde	
  states,	
  “Some	
  problems	
  we	
  share	
  as	
  women,	
  some	
  
we	
  do	
  not.	
  You	
  fear	
  your	
  children	
  will	
  grow	
  up	
  to	
  join	
  the	
  patriarchy	
  and	
  testify	
  
against	
  you,	
  we	
  fear	
  our	
  children	
  will	
  be	
  dragged	
  from	
  a	
  car	
  and	
  shot	
  down	
  in	
  the	
  
street,	
  and	
  you	
  will	
  turn	
  your	
  backs	
  upon	
  the	
  reasons	
  they	
  are	
  dying”	
  (ibid).	
  	
  
Therefore	
  it	
  is	
  essential	
  to	
  recognize	
  the	
  different	
  levels	
  of	
  an	
  individual’s	
  identity,	
  
which	
  in	
  turn	
  create	
  the	
  intersection	
  of	
  oppressions	
  black	
  women	
  confront	
  on	
  a	
  
daily	
  basis	
  in	
  the	
  U.S.	
  as	
  well	
  as	
  in	
  other	
  countries	
  throughout	
  the	
  African	
  Diaspora.	
  	
  

As many scholars have pointed out (and as I have personally experienced while growing
up), the inequalities black people face in Brazil are often wrongly attributed to class (see
Caldwell 2007; Campos 2004; Goldstein 1999; Sheriff 2001; Telles 2004). The general
hegemonic discourse in the country, which is mostly carried out by scholars associated
with the white status quo, is that Brazil is a country of equal opportunity that does not see
race, and the reason so many black Brazilians lack a good education, health care
coverage, and other essential resources is because of poverty or class inequality (Maggie
and Resende, 2001; Maggie and Fry, 2007). The struggles become even more
complicated for black Brazilian women, who often run single-headed households, raise
one or multiple children without help, and work full time. They are not considered
competitive enough for educational or professional opportunities and their socioeconomic
status, rather than racial position (or the amalgamation of both) is argued to account for
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their status or unemployment. Over the course of my personal and professional life in
Brazil, I have incessantly heard the false statement, “In Brazil we don’t have a race
problem but a class problem.” However, as I argue in this chapter, class cannot be
separated from race, or from gender, or sexuality.

Afro-Brazilian activist and scholar Sueli Carneiro emphasizes black women face a higher
degree of social and personal limitations as a result of hegemonic European standards of
beauty in Brazil. In this research project I contend that mass media is the primary entity
promoting such racialized models, making it difficult for black activists and scholars who
challenge the traditional school of thought, for example, to dismantle the racist
ideologies, such as whitening and racial democracy, that make up the Brazilian social
fabric. Here I am interpreting mass media as an object that does not simply reproduce
social norms, but as an entity that also creates norms, pushes ideologies, and promotes its
own agenda. Mainstream media is twofold process: it mirrors society but it also helps
create ideas that reinforce the status quo. In fact, Carneiro assures us that “mass media
creates an interference space for the political agenda of black women’s social
movements” (2003, 132). Television plays a central role in shaping the images of and
meanings ascribed to black Brazilian women. As I point out in my media textual
analysis, prejudice is never solely composed of an individual aspect. In fact, there is a
system of gendered racism at play within the very foundation of the blackness
experienced by all of the women who contributed to this project.
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In her discussion of African American popular culture and the influence of hip hop lyrics,
music videos, and television shows, Patricia Hill Collins notes that, “African American
youth, in particular, can no longer depend on a deeply textured web of families, churches,
[…] and other community organizations to help them negotiate the challenges of social
inequality. Mass media fills this void” (Collins, 2004, 121). Although Collins’ argument
centers on African Americans, her critique of the influence of mass media applies transdiasporically to Afro-Brazilians, because the intersectional experiences of blackness often
times follows a common thread of anti-black racism throughout the African Diaspora
(Collins 2004; Winant 2006). She continues by pointing out that media is global and thus
affects people in similar ways through its hegemonic messages. She states, “Because of
its authority to shape perceptions of the world, global mass media circulates images of
black femininity and black masculinity, and in doing so, ideologies of race, gender,
sexuality, and class” (Collins, 122). This is not to say that individuals are not critical and
do not have free will but it is important to understand that mass media acts as a powerful
vehicle in the dissemination of ideologies such as racial democracy and “class not race”
argument to the the Brazilian public; it shapes racial commonsense in profound and
pervasive ways (see Copeland 2010; Gerbner 1998; Hall 1973; Hunt 2005).

Like the black feminist movement in the United States, the Black Women’s Movement in
Brazil addresses the intersectionality of race, class, and gender in their lives. As
illustrated by Kia Lilly Caldwell, the Black Women’s Movement has struggled to
recreate citizenship rights in Brazil in four ways:
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[1] by constructing a collective social identity for black women that
contests their social, economic, and political marginalization; [2] by
constructing a collective political identity through the process of […]
becoming recognized as active agents in Brazilian society; [3] through
efforts to claim space within the Brazilian public sphere; and [4]
through the process of becoming citizens by affirming the right to have
rights. (2007, 150)

One primary example of how the Brazilian media plays a key role in the maintenance of
racism and sexism is seen every year during Carnaval. In the weeks leading up to
Carnaval 2014, for example, black women occupied a particular space on primetime TV
on Sundays, when Globo performed their yearly contest or, dare I say, their “mulata
hunt,” to name the new Globeleza for the year’s Carnaval celebration and Carnaval
vignette that plays during every commercial break on Globo during that period. As stated
before, black women’s bodies are constantly hypersexualized on Brazilian TV, whether
in advertisements, soap operas, sports or during variety shows such as the long running
Saturday afternoon show Caldeirão do Huck and Domingão do Faustão on Sundays.
Collins reminds us that “controlling images are designed to make racism, sexism, poverty
and other forms of social injustices appear to be natural… parts of everyday life”
(Collins, 69).

The commodification of black women’s sexuality has become so naturalized in the media
that women are increasingly exploited but society fails to problematize the issue or even
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recognized as problematic. In this Globeleza contest, for instance, it becomes clear that
Globo producers push the image of black female bodies as things and sexual objects.
These representations present black women as void of their own desires, born solely to
cater to male desires, and not as a holistic human being. In this context, the black female
body in Brazil is at once used as a profitable product, such as the mulata trope, sold in
advertisements, during Carnaval, at the World Cup, or on any street corner. However,
most other times these same bodies are criminalized and treated with disdain, such as the
case of Claudia da Silva Ferreira, the 38-year-old black woman who was shot during a
shootout in her neighborhood of Madureira (the same neighborhood where I was born
and where one of the hair salons used for this research is located). Policemen threw her in
the trunk of a patrol truck and drove off without securing the door. When the door opened
by accident, her body rolled out and, still attached to the car by a snagged piece of
clothing, was dragged nearly 1000 feet before the cops finally stopped the car at a red
light, to find Ms. Ferreira’s dead body (Global Voices https://globalvoices.org/2014/03/30/brazil-claudia-silva-ferreira-dragged-killed-militarypolice/- accessed April 1, 2014). At the same time, when black women are criminalized
or brutalized by the state or upper middle class whites, Brazilian society at large does not
get shocked or, at least, not to the same degree as when white bodies experiences similar
violence. The case of six-year-old João Hélio suggests OR illustrates this disparity. João
Hélio also died after being dragged by a car that was robbed. His mother was able to
escape but the boy, caught in his seat belt, was dragged for more than 4.3 miles, causing a
complete national outcry (G1 Notícias - http://g1.globo.com/Noticias/Rio/0,,MUL467253

5606,00MENINO+MORRE+AO+SER+ARRASTADO+POR+CARRO+EM+ASSALTO.html Accessed April 1, 2014).

Brazilian women's struggle and activism against oppression and exploitation, and fighting
for their freedom have historical roots and at the same time are part of quotidian life.
When one speaks of the social and economic formation of Brazil, one must emphasize a
history of resilience and coping of indigenous and black women— women, who for
centuries, have endured and fought against a system that raped, exploited, and destroyed
many people seen as subaltern (Carneiro, 2003; Santos, 2008; Ribeiro 2010; Rocha
2010). For black women, in particular, who came to Brazil as chattel slavery, in positions
of inferiority and subordination, there were only three options allowed in the new colony:
to be a sex slave, for reproduction in order to contribute to manual labor, and to be
exploited as part of the workforce (Conrad, 2000). Moreover, the culture, the beauty and
identity of black and indigenous people were denied, destroyed and criminalized from the
onset (ibid). Today many of the representations of black women suggest the persistence
of this foundational condition. There is a system of domination in which racism and
patriarchy—the predecessors of capitalism—lay at the heart or center of this structure and
the hegemonic mainstream media is the most important player in maintaining these
systems.
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Mainstream media presents this commodification of black women as something positive.
For instance, through the yearly Globeleza contest, Globo gets to represent themselves as
non-racist and as praising black bodies on national television. It is an attempt of the
network and its producers for black women to accept the exploitation of our bodies as a
compliment. However, that is not a compliment, it is simply an exoticism of said bodies.
In a polarized way, whenever black women are not seen as ideal sexual objects, they
become undesirable, sometimes treated as ugly or even disgusting (Caldwell 2007). A
black woman’s body becomes offensive the minute she is not half-naked during Carnaval
or during gendered racist scenes in soap operas, like the many scenes in different novelas
of black women bathing themselves with a water hose on the rooftop of their houses (see
figures in chapter 4). The alternative, desired space a black woman’s body is allowed to
occupy is that of domestic maid, at the service of white bosses, and sleeping in the maid’s
room of the bosses’ houses (quarto dos fundos or quarto de empregada)—the senzala or
slave quarters of the 21st century.

On November 3, 2013, the show Fantastico (a weekly special reporting program
broadcast every Sunday evening on TV Globo) aired a segment that generated protests by
the black movement. The comedic skit "Baú do Baú do Fantástico” starring Bruno
Mazzeo, a white actor, poked fun at the abolition of slavery in Brazil. At one point in the
segment, the abolitionist Joaquim Nabucco is presented as the leader of the movement
MMS - "Negros, Mulatos, e Simpatizantes” (Blacks, Mulattos, and Supporters). As the
skit goes on, it portrays Princesa Isabel (the member of the royal family who signed the
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Lei Áurea, the emancipation declaration in Brazil) as stating that the newly freed slaves
were to be supported by government welfare programs such as, "Bolsa Família
Afrodescendente" (Afrodescendant Family Allowance Program), the " Bolsa Escola Senzalão da Educação " (Slave Quarters Scholarship Program) and " Minha Palhoça,
Minha Vida" (My Shack/Hut, My Life), alluding to and also criticizing working class and
unemployed black Brazilians who currently receive government aid. This skit also was
aired during November, which is recognized as Black Consciousness Month in Brazil and
the same month of the anniversary and celebration of Zumbi dos Palmares, the most
famous leader of the maroon settlement Quilombo Palmares. The timing of and
depictions in this skit makes its airing by Globo all the more disrespectful and distasteful.

In a 2012 report written for the annual Obitel, “Brasil: A ‘Nova Classe Média’ e as Redes
Sociais Potencializam a Ficção Televisiva,” Maria Lopes, Maria C.P. Mungioli and their
research team point out that between 2003–2011 about 40 million Brazilians entered the
middle class. This increase affected the media in Brazil, since this new group of
consumers desired to see themselves and their experiences represented on TV. The
audience analysis of the five private networks in Brazil showed that Rede Globo is the
leader in Brazilian network television, capturing 45% of the country’s audience, which is
greater than the combined percentages of the other five private broadcasting networks:
TV Record (17%); SBT (14%); Bandeirantes (5%); and Rede TV (3%) (Obitel 2012:
131). Telenovela authors started reinventing their narratives of the nation, in order to
appeal to the demographic change. During my fieldwork, it was visibly evident that
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Globo’s soap operas now have a new, more popular formula with more main characters
or important supporting cast living in the subúrbio and favelas—or as the new politically
correct call them, comunidades. Then subsequently moving to Zona Sul, or making
enough money to turn their suburbio homes into enviable mansion, such as seen in the
9pm novela, Avenida Brasil and in the two 7pm novelas that aired during my research
fieldwork, Cheias de Charme and Aquele Beijo. On the other hand, Globo soap operas
do not have the same concern with or interest in developing storylines that reflect the
experiences of black Brazilians, middle-class or otherwise (Araujo 2004; Ribeiro 2010),
despite the fact that new IPEA and IBGE census data report a steady increase in the black
population in Brazil (IBGE 2010 census). This disparity suggests that TV Globo is neither
committed to realistic nor commensurate discourses of portrayals of the nation. Instead, I
contend that novela authors put forth a rather false commitment to diversity. Despite a
few exceptions, such as Cheias de Charme, which casted Tais Araújo as a co-protagonist,
novelas continue to have only one or two semi-important black characters, if any;
Avenida Brasil did not have a single solid black character, for instance.

It is important to highlight the way hegemony and symbolic violence affect black
women’s bodies in Brazil and their representation in Brazilian telenovelas. Although
Patricia Hill Collins’ analysis of black culture and black womanhood is situated in the
United States, her theory OR naming or outlining of controlling images of black women
are also applicable to the Brazilian context. In “Mammies, Matriarchs, and Other
Controlling Images,” Collins names the image of the black female hoochie, also known
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as jezebel. This image often floods Brazilian television through portrayals of the
hypersexualized mulata. Since the vast majority of novela script writers are white men
(Araujo, 2002), thus when a black actress is lucky enough to get a role in a soap opera,
she acts from a white patriarchal text. In instances when the scriptwriter is a white
woman, said actress will likely be acting out womanhood according to white female
standards and realities. As discussed later through an analysis of novela clips, black
women are depicted wearing “sleazy clothes” and portrayed as a promiscuous or “fast
girls.” In fact, on the novela’s Globo website, the character descriptions of Gislaine and
Priscila, two of the black actresses in the popular soap opera Duas Caras, are that of a
periguete (a hoochie). Collins argues that, “normal female heterosexuality is expressed
via the cult of the white womanhood, whereas deviant female heterosexuality is typified
by the ‘hot mommas’ of Black womanhood” (Collins 2000, 83). But given the success
enjoyed by TV Globo’s soap operas, it is apparent that these images “provide financial
benefits to … white-controlled media” (Collins, 82). Therefore, Brazilian homes are still
bombarded with such degrading examples of black womanhood day in and day out.
These images not only are detrimental to the self-esteem of black women, especially
young black girls, but also contribute to the twisted and racist ways white Brazilians view
black people.

To illustrate how these images translate into the ways white Brazilians perceive blackness
and flawed views of black women, I draw on an encounter at samba school during
fieldwork. In the weeks leading up to Carnaval, I went to a rehearsal for the Mangueira
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Samba School. While waiting at the exit for a van to return home, an older white
woman—a complete stranger—approached me and began touching my curly hair. I took
a step back from her, and she took a step forward, again placing her hand on my hair. I
told her to stop and she responded, “It’s just so much softer than I imagined it would be.”
I began feeling a mix of emotions that my personal space had been violated, that I was
being subjected to her white gaze and being exoticized. To make matters worse, her
friend, another white woman who was an acquaintance of the group of people I was with,
approached us and commented,

Isn’t she so beautiful? And her body […] you should ask her to smile
for you so you can see her teeth, she’s got amazing teeth! But you have
to see her mother [who was not present]. You think she’s beautiful?
You got to meet her mother! She has the same body type but she is
more neguinha […] Bem neguinha mesmo, de pele escura [term used in
this context to refer to a woman with very dark skin]. She is gorgeous,
her mom, but she is a lot more neguinha than Monique.

She then proceeded to ask me, “Your father is Italian, right?” To which I replied, “No.”
She gasped in shock, “Really? Then how come you came out like this, so light?” I could
not believe what was happening. For a moment, it felt like it was the 19th century and I
was on an auction block with these older white women asking to see my teeth, touching
my hair, and completely comfortable with objectifying my (and my mother’s) black
womanhood. Only two of the group of women I was with were black and, throughout the
night, many white people reiterated how beautiful we were, making references to our
body, and asking us to dance samba because we “look so good doing the samba.”
Mainstream media, especially Globo, feeds this erotic and othering gaze through the
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images they produce and the false realities they create that allow white people to feel
comfortable objectifying the gendered black body, at the same time that it makes them
comfortable with seeing black bodies being beaten, dragged, or killed. Moreover, the
prevalence of images that denigrate and dehumanize black bodies has normalized the
racial injustices of real life that do not receive the attention needed.

Moreover, to further problematize and add a layer of complexity to the issue of media
representation, many times black Brazilians participate in the same racist systems. In
2009 the most famous black actress in Brazil, Taís Araújo, was cast as the protagonist in
a primetime (9pm slot) TV Globo soap opera written by a respected and well-known
author, Manoel Carlos. Araújo was also the first black actress to star in the lead role of
the soap opera Xica da Silva, on the defunct network TV Manchete during the mid1990s. In a 2009 interview for the magazine Quem Acontece (which is part of the Globo
publishing house), Araújo speaks about her career trajectory from her first role at fifteen
years old until her casting, in 2009, as Manoel Carlos’ “Helena” (the name he gives the
protagonists in all of his novelas) in the soap opera Viver a Vida. The character, Helena,
is a world-renowned top model at the apex of her career. She has traveled the world, lived
in many different countries and is very financially successful (viveravida.globo.com.
Accessed on March 3rd, 2014). The soap opera’s director also hired an entire black
supporting cast to play Helena’s family. During the interview Araújo states:
When I read the script of Viver a Vida there was no description saying:
'Helena, 30 years old, black,’ It was simply, 'Helena, 30 years old' and I
thought, gee, a character that was written for any actress 30 years of
age. If there is a step that we [blacks] want to take toward equality this
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is it. Because based on that description it was equal. Any actress could
have played it. I think now we will be able to move forward equally
(http://revistaquem.globo.com/Revista/Quem/0,,ERT1687899530,00.html).

Unfortunately, the audience did not receive the protagonist being a black woman very
well. The magazine article highlights, “Throughout the novela, the actress was the target
of a lot of criticism, many saying that she [did not have the same presence or shine] as
Alinne Moraes and Lilia Cabral. Manoel Carlos, in turn, did not spare his praises for
Araújo from start to finish.” Alinne Moraes and Lilia Cabral are two white actresses who
were part of the supporting cast. Moraes is a newer actress with much less experience
than Araújo. In another interview in the January 2010 issue of Cosmopolitan Nova
magazine, Araújo recalled her career path affirming, “I did not have anyone to look up to
when I started. All black actors were older. Today, I know that girls my color look at me
and know they can dream bigger. This has a lot of social value” (Pauli, Letícia. “Taís:
Poder e Pimenta.” Nova Cosmopolitan Jan. 2010: 32). When asked if she has ever
suffered from racial prejudice before her fame, she replied:

I remember one time at school that left a mark on me: a girl came to
ask me if my mother’s boss paid for my tuition. There were only two
black children in the whole school: my sister and I! In my teenage
years, I was never an option for the white boys who lived in my
building to flirt with me. Even today people don’t find it natural and
have difficulty accepting the fact that a black person occupies the same
space in society as a white person (ibid).

During my fieldwork, I conducted a one-on-one interview with Taís Araújo. She spoke
very openly about her views on race and racism in the world of Globo soap operas and
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magazines. She mentioned that virtually every month different magazines reach out
asking her to be on the cover: “I feel pressured to accept it. There have been times that I
turned it down but literally we wouldn’t see a single black woman on any covers. So now
I accept it because I figured one black woman on the cover is better than none. I know
it’s important for little black girls and young women to see that.” When I asked about her
experience playing the role of Helena she confessed,

It was really tough. It was a happy moment for me, I was proud to have
accomplished that role but everyday I received dozens of fan letters
criticizing me. Many of the letters came from black women, they would
say, ‘This is not my reality you are portraying, why did you take this
role?’ Or, ‘No black woman in this country has this much power or
makes this much money. This is unrealistic.’ My costume designer told
me once that her neighbor, who is also a black woman, told her to stop
dressing me in fancy outfits because it just wasn’t believable and
seemed like we were ‘forcing’ it.

Araújo strongly believes in the importance of media representation and finds it important
that “as black people we must see ourselves while growing up, otherwise we will have
low self-esteem.” She is now the mother of a baby boy, whom she had with husband
Lázaro Ramos—also a black actor—and believes it is important for her son to grow up
proud of his black heritage. Whenever she travels, she buys her son books and movies
with black characters. She said, “It is so hard to find those in Brazil, the last one I bought
for him was Kirikou. He loves it! But buying those things here would be nearly
impossible, even in this day and age.” Even so, Araújo does not see black women’s
hypersexualization in images as a problem, she believes it is part of our womanhood. She
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just wishes that Globo authors wrote more roles for black actors and actresses, so there
would be more diversity.
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Chapter 3 – Black Women’s Images on Rede Globo’s Telenovelas
As cited in previous chapters, everyday millions of Brazilians tune into Globo to for their
entertainment. Children and adults alike consume images developed by show creators
many times based on stereotypes, as seen on the interviews in chapter 3, the constant
reiteration of such images can impact one’s perception of themselves as black
individuals. This chapter offers a visual collection of different soap opera characters and
scenes, as well as other popular shows. It is divided into subsections displaying black
women’s hypersexualization in soap operas, Globo’s anti-black ideologies and whitening
project, and the overall dehumanization of black bodies, all of which help ground the
conversation of misrepresentation that sparked my original interest to conduct this
research project.
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Black Women Hypersexualization in Telenovelas

	
  

Figure 4.1 - Dagmar's shower on the rooftop
Figure 1 shows a scene of the telenovela Fina Estampa (2011-2012). Dagmar,
interpreted by black actress Cris Vianna, takes one of hers showers on the rooftop of her
house in a shantytown, making it visible to he neighbors. In another one of her showers,
she was once joined by character Quinzé (white actor Malvino Salvador), her love
interest on the soap opera, and the two were caught by her son. See figure 2 below.
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Figure 4.2 - Dagmar and Quinzé's shower
Fina Estampa’s author, Agnaldo Silva, admits that the displays of Dagmar’s body
in the scenes was intended to increase the audience, but he also tries to forge an
honorable cause for the showers, i.e.: to raise consciousness about the aedes aegypt
mosquito, since, according to him, the showers taken in the peripheries of Brazil
contribute to the epidemic of dengue.
Electronic source: http://www.saradosdobrasil.com/2011/10/aguinaldo-silva-revelarazao-dos-banhos.html (Accessed: March 21st, 2015).
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Figure 4.3- Vanúbia in Salve Jorge
The aforementioned showers were not exclusive to the telenovela Fina Estampa.
In Salve Jorge (2012-2013) black actress Roberta Rodrigues took several showers on the
rooftop to embody her character Vanubia, who lived in Complexo do Alemão, a
shantytown in Rio de Janeiro (figure 3 above). Vanubia was a loud, troublemaker
character, who always started fights with other characters of the show. This recurrence of
semi-public shower scenes on rooftops reproduces and reinforces a social imaginary of
hyper-sexualization of black women from the peripheries of Rio de Janeiro.
Electronic source: http://kogut.oglobo.globo.com/noticias-da-tv/noticia/2012/11/robertarodrigues-ja-fui-barraqueira-como-vanubia-475281.html (Accessed March 21st, 2015).
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Figure 4.4 - Gislaine rooftop shower

Figure 4 above shows yet another example of Globo’s formula to over-sexualize
the character Gislaine, played by black actress Juliana Alves on the soap opera Duas
Caras (2007-2008). Her character, who was described as the periguete (hoochie) of the
novela in an article on Globo’s own website, went on to become romantically involved
with Zidane (played by white actor Guilherme Duarte), to whom she often referred as her
branquelo (whitey).
Electronic source: http://g1.globo.com/Noticias/PopArte/0,,MUL582366-7084,00PERIGUETE+DE+DUAS+CARAS+CONSAGRA+A+EXBBB+JULIANA+ALVES.ht
ml
(Accessed March 21st, 2015).
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Rede Globo’s Antiblackness Ideology

Figure 4.5- kneeling for a slap in the face

Actress Tais Araújo was the first black actress to interpret a Helena, a recurrent
character in renowned author Manoel Carlos’ telenovelas. According to the author, the
Helenas in his work show strength, they live intensely, displaying love and happiness.
Not surprisingly, the black Helena was one of the characters to most suffer in the plot and
was the most criticized by the public opinion (see chapter 2). Figure 4.5 shows character
Helena being slapped in the face by Tereza (Lilia Cabral) Helena’s husband’s ex-wife in
the soap opera Viver a Vida. The scene was broadcast on November 20th, 2010, which is
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Black Consciousness Awareness Day in Brazil. Making this scene symbolic slap in the
face of the Black Movement in Brazil. She is shown as a subservient black woman,
kneeling on the floor, and wearing clothes that is reminiscent of the ones used by African
slaves during the colonial period ready to receive her punishment, while Tereza stands
above her as a superior white woman in business attire.
Electronic source: http://especiaiss3.gshow.globo.com/novelas/em-familia/as-helenas-demanoel-carlos/; http://aquilombandodfe.blogspot.com/2013/11/a-representacao-social-damulher-negra.html (Accessed: March 22nd, 2015)

Figure 4.6- "Não Somos Racistas"

Another example of black actors being used to further Rede Globo interests
appeared in the telenovela Duas Caras (2007-2008). In the middle of a national debate
around the implementation of Affirmative Action in Brazil, the soap opera shows a
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country that contradicts social and racial indicators. In the plot, black and whites went to
the same university; multiple white characters fell in love with people living in favelas
showing no prejudice. In one of the scenes, Gislaine, a character lived by black actress
Juliana Alves, who in real life worked in the black women NGO Criola, is shown reading
Ali Kamel’s book Não Somos Racistas (We Are Not Racists). Soiologist and chief
director of TV Globo’s journalism, Ali Kamel was known for his statements against
affirmative action (Kamel, 2006). Thus, for Duas Caras’ director to air a scene of a black
actress reading his book was not coincidence. However, I interpret Juliana Alves’
frowned eyebrows as a form of agency, as her facial expression can be interpreted as
someone who is not agreeing or does not understand what is being argued.
Electronic source:
http://www.piratininga.org.br/novapagina/leitura.asp?id_noticia=3182&topico=M%EDdi
a (Accessed: March 22, 2015).
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Figure 4.7- Globeleza Competition
Sometimes black actresses also participate in gendered antiblackness. In 2013, the TV
show Fantástico, broadcast on Sunday evenings, hosted the Globeleza competition. The
Globeleza is Rede Globo’s Carnaval queen, a black woman (referred to as mulata by the
TV station) who appears in vignettes during carnival since 1991 (see Chapter 2). Black
actress Sharon Menezes posted the picture above (figure 4.7) on her social media account
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asking her followers who they thought should be the next Globeleza. She was very
criticized by her followers and deleted the picture some time later.
Electronic source: http://jornalggn.com.br/noticia/apresentadora-e-criticada-por-foto-dascandidatas-a-globeleza (Accessed: April 24, 2015).

Figure 4.8- First and Last Globeleza
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Figure 4.9- Natural Black Hair on Domingão do Faustão
Antiblackness can also be seen through jokes in several of Rede Globo TV Shows. In
figure 4.9 above, we see black dancer Arielle Macedo’s disbelieve and embarrassment
when presenter Fausto Silva told her on live national television that her hair looks like a
witch's broom. The episode caused controversy on social media and several groups
criticized Fausto Silva for his racist comments.
Electronic source: http://vejasp.abril.com.br/blogs/pop/2014/04/22/faustao-diz-quedancarina-de-anitta-tem-cabelo-vassoura-de-bruxa-e-provoca-polemica-na-internet/
(Accessed: April 24, 2015).
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Figure 4.10 - Hair Straightening Coiffeur Monalisa
Figure 4.10 above shows the hair straightening system Coiffeur Monalisa, inspired by the
hair salon and salon owner, Monalisa (played by white actress Heloísa Périssé), from the
soap opera Avenida Brasil (2012). Seen here on a magazine advertisement, as it is sold in
“real life” drug stores and beauty supply stores throughout Brazil. On Avenida Brasil the
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product was intended for clients with curly hair (many of whom were black women), so
they could achieve the liso perfeito (perfect straight hair). Giving the notion that curly
hair is not perfect in its natural form, tying beauty and perfection to an European
aesthetic.
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Rede Globo’s Racial Democracy and Miscegenation Ideology.
In this section I present images from the novela Duas Caras (2007-2008), which has been
praised by media scholar Samantha Joyce as being a diverse, inclusive telenovela that
challenges the racist formula seen in Brazilian soap operas, since it has a large number of
black actors and actresses in the cast and it starred a black male protagonist as the hero
(Joyce, 2012). Though I concede that Duas Caras was indeed one of the most diverse
primetime soap operas on TV Globo, like Joyce asserts, I still insist that the network
pushed an overall agenda of racial democracy and miscegenation ideology by having a
storyline in which virtually all of its black characters were romantically involved with a
white character. This resonates loudly with the project of whitening and discourses of
bettering the race (Freyre 1933). Figures 4.11 through 4.20 below demonstrate all of the
biracial couples used in Duas Caras to support the ideology of whitening through
miscegenation.
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Figure 4.11- Júlia (Débora Falabella) e Evilásio (Lázaro Ramos)
The class versus race debate that Globo insists on putting forth. Júlia is a white woman
from a conservative, rich, white family who falls in love with Evilásio, a black working
class man who lived in a shantytown.
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Figure 4.12- Guigui (Marília Gabriela) e Evilásio (Lázaro Ramos)
Evilásio’s other love interest in the plot, Guigui, who was white but also lived in the
shantytown.
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Figure 4.13 - Julia and Evilásio's Wedding
On the telenovela’s last episode, other several wedding occurred. All of them were
interracial, which I interpret as showing the author, primarily, and Rede Globo’s,
ultimately, interracial and miscegenation ideology. See images below:
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Figure 4.14- Gislaine Caó (Juliana Alves) e Zidane (Guilherme Duarte)
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Figure 4.15-Morena (Adriana Alves) e Juvenal (Antônio Fagundes)
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Figure 4.16 - Solange (Sheron Menezes) e Claudius (Caco Ciocler)
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Figure 4.17 - Sabrina (Cris Vianna) e Barretinho (Dudu Azevedo)
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Figure 4.18 - Claudine (Thaís de Campos) e Misael (Ivan de Almeida)
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Figure 4.19- Priscilla (Luciana Barbosa) e Marcha Lenta (Adriano Dória)
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Figure 4.20 - Ramona (Marcela Barroso) e Rudolf (Diogo Almeida)
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Figure 4.21- That 'correcting' Kiss
An interesting scene regarding interracial couples in telenovelas appeared in the plot of
Aquele Beijo. Bernadette, a hairdresser starred by black actress Karin Hills has a
relationship with doctor Ricardo (Frederick Reuter). In the scene above (figure 4.22) the
white doctor teaches the black nanny a lesson, who is against his relationship with the
hairdresser. The maid’s critiques to the couple can provide a triple interpretation. On the
one hand, we can come to understand her critique as the civil society’s alter ego critique
of the recurrence of interracial couples in the media. To TV Globo, a reverse racism. On
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the other hand, it can be understood as jealousy or even hatred on the nanny’s part
because she is not the one one dating the white doctor.
Electronic source: http://niltonluz.blogspot.com/2012/01/enfrentamento-ao-racismo-nanovela.html (Accessed: April 24, 2015).
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Black Characters as Dehumanizing(ed) Subjects

Figure 4.22- Ruth de Souza and Sergio Cardoso in A Cabana do Pai Tomás (1965)
Based on the American novel Uncle Tom’s Cabine by Harriet Beecher Stowe. Figure
4.23 above, shows Ruth de Souza, the first black female protagonist on Brazilian
television, with actor Sergio Cardoso, who donned black face makeup, a wig, and corks
in his nose in order to play a black man. Throughout her career, Souza was an activist and
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part of the Movimento Negro. Most recently, she published a book Uma Estrela Negra
no Teatro Brasileiro: Relações Raciais e de Gênero nas Memórias de Ruth de Souza
(2015) recounting that racism and prejudice is still present in the media.

Figure 4.23 Tia Nastácia’s Contribution and Dispossession
Tia Nastácia depicted above (figure 4.23) was a character from the traditional Brazilian
children’s folklore Sítio do Pica-Pau Amarelo, from author Monteiro Lobato. The
character impersonates the typical controlling image of the Mammy (Collins 2009), the
asexual, selfless matriarch who lived to cook for and serve the lives of whites.
Electronic source: http://sitio.pmvs.pt/blog/tag/tia-nastacia (Accessed: April 24, 2015).
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Figure 4.24- Tião Macalé played by actor Augusto Temístocles da Silva Costa

In Brazil it is common to hear and find examples of jokes that employ the denigration and
dehumanization of blacks (Caldwell 2007; Telles 2004). Figure 2.24 above, shows Tião
Macalé, a character found in the children’s television show Os Trapalhões. Tião
Macalé’s did not have all his teeth; he did not speak proper Portuguese, and usually was
not properly groomed.
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Figure 4.25- Xuxa a Boneca de Pixe
Presenter Xuxa Meneghel from the popular children’s show Show da Xuxa, seen in figure
4.25 in black face as the character Boneca de Pixe (Tar Doll). Brazilian children grew up
consuming these negative images (figure 4.24 and 4.25) on a regular basis.
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Figure 4.26- Blackface Adelaide (L) and actor Rodrigo Santana (R)

Figure 4.27 - Blackface Brit Sprite (L) and actress Isabella Marques (R)
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Figure 4.28 - Brit Sprite and Adelaide

Another instance of black face used recently as comedy is seen on Globo’s TV show
Zorra Total, which aired every Saturday night (1999-2015). One of the most popular
skits of the show took place inside a subway train, which had many characters
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representing the different citizens in Brazil. Two of those characters were Adelaide,
played by black actor Rodrigo Santana (figure 4.26), and her daughter Brit Sprite, played
by white actress Isabella Marques (figure 4.27). The two actors employed black face and
many exaggerated, stereotypical features (wide nose, missing teeth, improper grammar)
to portray rather dehumanized versions of black Brazilian women. Adelaide was most
often seen walking through the subway car begging passengers for money. In this one
clip, Adelaide begs for money to buy lemons for her daughters. When one of the
passengers (a white woman) asks if Adelaide is going to make lemonade for her
daughters, Adelaide replies, “no, it is to use it under their armpit because she is having
odor issues […] last week I went to giver her a hug but when I got close to her armpit, I
got so dizzy I almost fell” (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yQL2JzQBH5s -accessed
June 12, 2016). Other scholars have also addressed this discourse of black women’s body
politics, citing former singer Tiririca’s song “Look at Her Hair!” where Tiririca
references a black woman who has such foul body odor, he cannot stand it (Caldwell
2007). Rodrigo Santana’s character received many criticisms from activists of the
Movimento Negro (Electronic source: http://mnurio.blogspot.com/2012/07/o-zorra-totalda-globo-e-o-racismo.html -Accessed June 12, 2016), consequently the characters
Adelaide and Brit Sprite were terminated from the show. On an interview on the show
Domingão do Faustão, on July 5, 2015, Santana defends himself arguing that he was
inspired by his grandmother to create the character Adelaide (Electronic source:
https://globoplay.globo.com/v/4300586/ -accessed June 12, 2016).
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The visual collection provided in this chapter highlight the offensive nature in which
Globo represents black Brazilian, reducing blackness to extreme stereotypes of blackness
from the point of view of white television show creators. This chapter highlights the
importance of this research, which denounces black misrepresentations in Brazilian
media and calls for more responsible, more inclusive representations of the people that
make up a majority of the country.
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Chapter 4 – Black Women Tell Their Stories
This chapter focuses on the research conducted during the fifteen-month period I spent in
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil conducting dissertation fieldwork. When asking any person who
lives in Brazil, or any person who has visited Brazil for that matter, he or she will have at
least one story to share about a soap opera they watched. This TV show genre permeates
Brazilian society. As my research and personal experience show, even when someone
states, “I don’t watch soap operas,” their language captures an attempt to distance
themselves from people who do, as if to give the impression that they are culturally
superior. Nonetheless that same person often can still engage in a full-length conversation
about one of TV Globo’s current telenovelas, be it the one at 6pm, 7pm, or 9pm. In this
chapter I provide a brief explanation on the structural organization of Rede Globo’s
nightly programming, followed by a discussion on the two soap opera titles chosen as the
focus of this project. Lastly, I present selected interviews to	
  highlight	
  what	
  black	
  
women's	
  voices	
  help	
  reveal,	
  understand,	
  and	
  unpack	
  about	
  racism	
  and	
  racial	
  
perception	
  around	
  novelas,	
  and	
  Brazilian	
  society	
  in	
  general.	
  

Rede Globo organizes its primetime programming the same way every day of the week,
with the exception of Sundays. They organize the block of horário nobre (primetime) the
following way: 6pm soap opera (or novela das seis); the regional, local news from
7:15pm to 7:30pm (in Rio de Janeiro it is called RJTV); 7pm soap opera (novela das
sete); the national news 8:30pm to 9:15pm (Jornal Nacional); and finally the 9pm soap
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opera (also known as novela das nove, though sometimes called novela das oito, due to
the former timeslot it occupied before the mid-2000s). Occasionally Globo airs a late
night soap opera at 10:15pm (novela das dez), which are often remakes of old novelas or
miniseries. These productions also have fewer episodes with an average duration of three
months, as opposed to the usual five to seven months of those novelas in earlier time
slots. Novelas das dez are not part of Globo’s regular programming, they are special
features that only air once a year. Some of the recent titles include “O Astro” (2011),
“Gabriela” (2012), “Saramandaia” (2013), and “Verdades Secretas” (2015) (source:
http://redeglobo.globo.com/programacao.html). This is important to note since the lingo
becomes part of conversations regarding such TV shows. The novela das seis usually has
a simple, romantic plot, and many times is a period piece set in a particular era of the
past, in a small, rural region of the country and does not deal with controversial topics.
The novela das sete is traditionally a comedy, with lighthearted plots and a simple
storyline. The last soap opera time slot, the novela das nove, has more complex plots,
explores controversial topics, possesses memorable characters, and higher audience
ratings.

As mentioned in an earlier chapter, for the purposes of this project, I chose to focus on
the 7pm and 9pm soap operas that aired during my fieldwork: Aquele Beijo (7pm) and
Avenida Brasil (9pm). I selected these for two main reasons. The first is that during my
fieldwork these two soap operas had the greatest number of black characters, especially
Aquele Beijo (7pm), which had a larger than normal black cast. It centered on a white
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transgender character that was abandoned by his heartless, greedy parents as a baby, and
then, follows the character’s adult life as a woman. She successfully owns and runs a hair
salon in a working class neighborhood, where most of the residents—and salon
employees—are black. Some of the black characters worked for a multi-million dollar,
upscale fashion store, owned by the heartless parents. This is where the plots intersect
and where most of the racial tension takes place. The second reason is that Avenida Brasil
was extremely popular, not only amongst my interviewees, but also nationwide. Its
authors took a realist approach, writing the main plot around the residents of a fictional
working class neighborhood, Divino, inspired by the neighborhood Madureira but also
aesthetically similar to many other suburbio neighborhoods. Avenida Brasil focused on
the story of a soccer player (Tufao) who started at the bottom and climbed his way up the
social ladder as one of the best players on the popular Brazilian soccer team Flamengo.
He then married the villain of the plot (Carminha), who was abandoned as a child and
made her living collecting trash in a landfill. She also spent a big part of her life living in
the landfill, but after meeting and later marrying the soccer star she put up a front and
tried to burry her past that involved criminal activity. Another main component of the
storyline was Nina, a young woman seeking revenge on Carminha, who used to date
Nina’s father. Upon discovering that he passed away (hit by Tufao’s car), Carminha stole
all of Nina’s father’s savings, dropped the child off in the landfill, and married Tufao.
The plot takes place about twenty years later, when Nina, a young adult, gets a job as a
chef in the Tufao-Carminha residence.
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The main goal in this chapter is to take seriously and closely analyze the voices of the
black women who contributed to this research. These women come from all walks of life,
some are professionals, some had limited schooling opportunities, some are young adults
in their twenties, while a few are elders who have lived long enough to experience many
different phases of black womanhood. Despite their differences, there are also similarities
between these women, the primary one being the fact that every single one of them got
indoctrinated into Globo soap opera watching at an early age. They used to watch them
with their mothers, who watched them with their grandmothers. And the ones who are
now mothers themselves, watch these soap operas with their children while preparing or
eating dinner, or simply while sitting on the sofa to specifically watch that evening’s
episode, talk about their day and bond with one another. In this sense, telenovela
watching has become one of the most enduring intergenerational, interracial, interclass,
and even intergender shared experiences in Brazilian popular culture. Although there is a
total of eighteen women who contributed to this project, I selected six interviewees to
highlight in this chapter, these six women are the ones who felt the most comfortable
openly sharing their experiences and views on race and racism, the most vocal. However,
that is not to say that the perspective of the other twelve women is not important, in fact
those voices are presented throughout this dissertation, quoted in other chapters. This
type of analysis is not common in Brazil. It is important to reiterate that I have changed
the names of all the participants in order to ensure their privacy. At first glance, one may
be tempted to draw the simple conclusion that most of my interviewees are immersed so
deeply within systems and institutions of racism, that they appear unaware of the racism
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flourishing inside and around them. However, by looking closely, the interviews point
out the complexities of such issues, and the contradictions of living with and within an
extremely racist society.

Soap operas are easily one of the simplest common denominators across class, race, and
gender in Brazil, as they permeate the culture in such a way that links the masses living in
the favelas, to those residing in mansions in the elite areas of Zona Sul (refer to the image
below for a map of Rio de Janeiro). Novelas are often go-to conversation starters or ice
breakers in virtually any setting. What follows is a detailed look of the interviews, field
observation, and content analysis of the soap opera episodes I followed during research.
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(Fig. 3.1) Rio de Janeiro Neighborhood Map – Município do Rio de Janeiro - Divisões
Administrativas. Plublicado pela Prefeitura da Cidade do Rio de Janeiro,
1:10.000 - 1999, atualizado em 30/03/2005. – Source: Decretos do Diário
Oficial do MRJ.

Rosa: “Ser chamada de morena… isso é forma de discriminação mascarada.”
(“Being called brunette… that’s a type of masked discrimination.”)
Ebony is a black owned hair salon with a mid-to-high range prices located in the upper
middle class Zona Sul (South Zone) neighborhood of Copacabana. All of the employees
are black, and a majority of the clients are black as well. This salon specializes in
penteados Afro (black hairstyles) such as braids, twists, hair extensions, dreadlocks, and
hair relaxers. Most of the customers are middle class black women, many with a college
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or professional degree, there is also a handful of white customers who make
appointments to get black hairstyles (most of the times braids or dreadlocks). The salon
also provides manicure and pedicure services, the clients seeking those services are more
racially diverse. After speaking to one of the stylists, she told me to return in the evening,
as there would be a client there who used to work for TV Globo as a set engineer for
many years.

I arrived at Ebony hair salon early one afternoon. It was extremely empty, which was
odd, particularly for a Friday. Upon my return I met Rosa. She is a native of Tijuca, a
traditional middle class neighborhood in Rio de Janeiro. Rosa who was thirty-eight years
old and had worked at TV Globo for eight years doing set blueprints, budgets, production,
and helping with set design. She was the set engineer/architect for many of Globo’s soap
operas and mentioned that on any given novela das nove, the show premieres with
roughly 120 sets, but that can double as the soap opera plot develops.

Our conversation was easy going. Later in the evening, the salon was completely empty
except for Rosa and Barbara (or Barby), the shop owner. Barby had closed for the day but
since Rosa has been her client for over a decade, she stayed open late that evening to
accommodate Rosa’s schedule. “Only Barby touches my hair!” Affirmed Rosa. “I used to
live nearby, remember Barby? I used to live close by here in Copacabana… now I’m
further out. But whether I live near or far, I only come to this salon to get my hair done.”
As Barby worked on her hair, Avenida Brasil was playing on the television and we
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commented on the scenes from time to time. Rosa spoke about the big impact soap operas
have on Brazilian society. “I grew up watching Globo soap operas,” she said, “for as long
as I can remember, I have memories of myself as a toddler watching in the living room
with my mother and grandmother and I know it’s like that in many households. Children
begin watching novelas before they even learn how to speak, it’s the truth!” Rosa
highlighted that nowadays, with help from the Internet and social media, soap operas
have become even more pervasive because the audience can engage with a show 24/7.
She said,

Today everyone posts everything on face [Facebook]. They post statuses
that refer to a soap opera, they go on the soap opera’s specific Facebook
fan page to comment of the scenes, sometimes I scroll down my
Facebook timeline and a lot of my friends are commenting on a specific
episode, so even if I didn’t have a chance to watch it, I know what
happened on that episode just based on all of the comments and status
posts I see on my timeline … and twitter! Many novela writers and
directors manage their own twitter page, so people can go on there and
engage directly with writers, with the actors. The audience now literally
has the power to kill off a character or make another have more
importance because they voice their opinion on social media. That’s
huge!

She talked about the importance of the Festa do 100, the 100th Episode Party, stating that
is when the soap opera head honchos know the direction the specific plots are heading.
Rosa said, “There’s normally a very big party but there aren’t that many people of color
there, you may see a few but not usually the case.” She recounted that Globo was one of
her first “real” jobs but that in her team of thirty set engineers, she was the only black
person; and, in the team of fifty set designers, there were only black men. During her
time working at Globo, she never saw a single black soap opera director: “There were
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absolutely no black directors… I worked there for eight years, I had a lot of soap opera
set projects under my belt but never once did I see a black director.” Rosa continued with
a tone of hopelessness, “But Globo does hire black manual labor. A huge majority of the
maids, janitors, painters and men employed to do heavy lifting are black. They were
practically all black. Not a single black director but lots of blacks performing manual
labor in service roles. That’s a huge part of the problem.”

Rosa also shared previous experiences with racial discrimination, recounting that when
she worked in the corporate office for Cantão, a popular, mainstream clothing store in
Brazil, administrators used to give store managers clear instructions not to hire black
applicants. However, now she works for Petrobrás and things are different. She is happy
that for the first time her manager in the chemical engineering department is black. Barby
interrupted the conversation stating,

Oh, vendors come into my salon all the time. All the time they open the
door, come in with a handful of merchandise to sell, they look around
and say: ‘I want to speak to the shop’s owner.’ To which I reply: ‘You
may speak.’ They look at me from top to bottom, stare straight in my
eyes and say: ‘No, I prefer to speak to the shop owner directly, to ask if
I have permission to sell some of my products.’ Isn’t that crazy? They
ask to speak with the owner, I’m the owner so I tell them ‘go ahead…’
but they hesitate or sometimes they just leave. It’s as if they can’t
conceive of the owner of an establishment being a black woman. I’ve
been the owner of this shop for thirty years! But to them the color of
our skin is a sin, a detriment. Completely insane!

Rosa just nods in agreement while Barby speaks, saying that people do that to her all the
time; they do not believe that she is an engineer and holds a position of power at different
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jobs. Barby says, “It’s mostly white people that I get that from. Every once in a while a
black person looks at me surprised when they find out my title, but it’s usually whites,
they question. When I’m at a bar or at the beach, white men approach me all the time
asking ‘how much?’ thinking that I am a prostitute” [original emphasis]. “Soap opera
writers act like a vast majority of couples in real life are biracial,” Rosa vents “That’s
highly disproportional, ” she continues, “I know there are a lot, but most couples I know
or see on the streets are of the same race, that’s been my experience.” Both Rosa and
Barby look indignant as they recall and share their stories. Rosa goes on to say that she
believes the only areas where black professionals are valorized are in music, such as
samba and pagode, and in soccer. Although, she highlights, many black soccer players do
not even consider themselves black. When asked directly if she has ever had any
experience of racial discrimination she stated, “Not in general except for when people
refer to me as morena [brunette]. To me, when people call a black person morena when
we are clearly black, it’s a form of discrimination. It’s as if they think it’s offensive to say
black, so they project that mindset onto me. I’m not morena, that’s masked racism.” It is
interesting that Rosa shared many experiences of racism such as in the work place, being
mistaken for a prostitute, and not seeing herself represented in media outlets. However,
when asked directly if she has ever had any experiences of racial discrimination, she said
“Not in general,” and talked about being called morena.
Shortly before leaving, Rosa spoke about the fictional versus realistic nature of soap
opera plots throughout the decades concluding: “I find novelas realistic because there
really aren’t that many blacks in the middle class or in power in our society.”
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One of the points that is most striking about Rosa’s interview is her belief of how racism
is tied to the daily euphemisms used by Brazilians in order to mask blackness, as if it is
something so shameful that the mere usage of the term “black” is considered bad. Rosa
would be considered a light skinned black woman in the United States; nonetheless, she
finds it very offensive when people refer to her by terms like morena or moreninha. Just
because the myth of social democracy is exactly that, a myth, does not mean that the
consequences and symptoms of it are not real. For instance, as pointed out in Dr. Joao
Vargas’ work Hyperconsciousness of Race and Its Negation, the structure created by the
myth undermines the fact that it encourages blacks to use euphemisms as a way to mask
their blackness (Vargas 2010). This same discussion is found in other ethnographic works
such as Sheriff (2001), Telles (2004) and Caldwell (2007). Although anthropologist
Robin Sheriff points out that most of her black Brazilian informants use the term
moreno(a) to describe skin color, at the end of the day many do identify themselves
negro (black) when directly asked about race (238 n.12). According to sociologist
Edward Telles, “The ambiguity of the term moreno allows persons who might not have
the option of calling themselves white to escape the more stigmatized non-white
categories” (98). Furthermore, he posits “the term moreno is emblematic of the fluidity of
the traditional Brazilian system, while negro seeks to rescue pride in a black identity,
which has long been stigmatized” (105). However, what speaks more directly to this
analysis of Rosa’s perspective on racial euphemism is Telles’ contention that “the term
negro, which activists prescribe, seem to resonate particularly well with middle-class
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blacks” (98). This rings particularly true given Rosa’s class, geographical, and
educational background.

Regina: “A representação do negro nas novelas é injusta, pois a grande massa negra
do nosso país hoje em dia tem acesso a educação […] estamos em trabalhos
melhores, em posições de poder, não somos só empregadas ou bandidos, somos
empresários e pessoas com conhecimento.”
(“The representation of blacks is unjust because a lot of black people in our country have
access to education nowadays […] we have better jobs, we are no longer just maids or
criminals, we are entrepreneurs, and people with knowledge.”)

Marie’s Fashion Salon is a white owned hair salon with very accessible prices, located in
the working class/lower middle-class suburbio or Zona Norte (North Zone) neighborhood
of Madureira. Marie works mostly by herself, she takes all of the hair appointments, her
only employees are two nail technicians, who are both black women. Most of the women
at this salon make appointments for hair relaxers, root color touch-ups (mainly blonde),
Brazilian blowout treatments (escova progressiva), and to get a press (straightening of
the hair with a hot comb and/or a blow drier and flatiron). Most of the customers are
lower middle-class black women who finished high school and went straight to the
workforce.

Regina had the first afternoon appointment at Marie’s Fashion Salon on a hot Saturday
afternoon, when I arrived the salon was already busy with women getting manicures and
pedicures. Not surprisingly, the conversation centered on the previous night’s episode of
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Avenida Brasil. Six women were discussing a scene in which the character Monalisa (a
hair salon owner on the soap opera) announced that she would host a contest where all
the young women in the neighborhood would compete to be crowned Garota Chapinha
(Flatiron Girl, named after the hair straightening tool). To enter the contest, young
women from the fictional neighborhood had to have naturally curly hair but also had to
demonstrate that their tresses could look smooth and straight by using a flatiron, often in
combination with a hair relaxer. Monalisa conveniently also owned a line of hair products
and relaxer. The contest hopefuls would then walk down the catwalk with their straight
hair and bikinis in order to get evaluated by a panel of five male judges. The winner
would become the spokesperson for Monalisa’s hair salon. It is worth noting that the
fictional line of hair relaxer and products became so popular due to the soap opera, that a
real brand of beauty products in Brazil, Embelleze, saw the profit potential and partnered
with TV Globo to launch Coiffeur Monalisa: O segredo do liso perfeito (The secret to
perfectly straight [hair]). This brand is now on the shelves of real drug stores all around
Rio de Janeiro.
When Regina arrived, Marie, the salon owner, was ready to begin dying her hair. We had
met previously during our first interview when she was at this hair salon getting her
eyebrows waxed but since it was a short appointment, she asked me to return on a day
she would have more time. She was adamant about participating in the interview because
she, “[had to] get some things off [her] chest in regards to how racist the media is.”
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Regina is twenty-six years old, a native of Guaçuí in the state of Espirito Santo, and a
middle school teacher in the suburbio neighborhood of Colégio. Watching novelas was a
religious part of her childhood nightly routine and they left an impression, especially the
soap operas that discussed controversial themes such as, “The history of our country and
stories that highlight the daily realities of Brazilian society.” Regina, who described
herself as black “of skin, ethnicity and culture” said soap operas played an important role
in her life and she believed that they have great influence on people’s lives whether they
want to admit it or not. With her bachelor’s degree in performing arts, she watched
novelas with a critical eye “and as a black woman,” she stated, “I always notice when we
are being represented on TV and I believe we still play mostly secondary roles.” “For
instance,” she continued, “black female characters are always maids, prostitutes or easy
women who sleep with their bosses, or they live in poverty in whatever fictitious favela,
usually having several children. Or sexual objects… authors forget that black women are
whole, we have hearts and feelings.”
She wholeheartedly believed that when these images are constantly being forced into
people’s heads, they influence how others perceive and interact with black people:
“These images help feed racist attitudes.” Regina recounts an episode in her life when she
first moved to Rio de Janeiro,
I have had to deal with racial prejudice quite a few times, especially as
it relates to entertainment. I am an actress and dancer by training, I
don’t know if it is because I am from another state but here in Rio I
experienced some embarrassing moments. One time it was at an
audition for the musical As Mimosas da Praça Tiradentes. For starters,
they only chose black actors as part of the supporting cast, there was
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only one black main character. Then at a later meeting, every single
black actor in the supporting cast was fired, it was blatant that they only
kept the white ones. I got disillusioned with that and decided to stop
auditioning.

At this point Marie, who is a white woman, suggested that perhaps it was not a matter of
skin color but maybe a lack of talent. With her head in the sink rinsing the color from her
hair, Regina insisted, “Every single black actor, though? Not one of us was considered
talented?” Another black customer who was waiting to be seen chimed in “that’s
bullcrap, Marie!” Reluctantly Marie agreed, “Yeah… every single one, that is strange,
maybe it does have something to do with skin color. But maybe the director just had a
different vision for the project.” Regina lifted her head from the hair sink adding, “That is
exactly the problem! Sometimes, this so-called vision that the author or the director has
ends up hurting the work and efforts of some groups who are fighting for our rights. Why
can’t their vision include more of us? More of us in relevant roles, especially.” Marie
simply said that this stuff is complicated, and that is why she does not engage in these
types of conversations. She remained mostly quiet for the rest of my time there, except
when speaking directly about hair treatment.
In an attempt to lighten up the mood at the hair salon, Ana, one of the manicurists slightly
switched the topic of conversation, stating that she likes soap operas for the love stories
because people need more love and romance in their lives. Her customer replied, “Ah,
here goes Ana with her hopeless romantic self! Most people watch it for the drama, not
for the romance.” Regina jumped in, “Well, that’s the other thing too … based on these
novelas one would think that the love between two black people isn’t important, most of
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the romantic stories involving black characters, they put them with a white character. I
don’t have anything against biracial couples but my God! Black people fall in love with
other blacks too! That’s another area that needs to improve in the plots.” To which Ana
replied, “Damn Regina, must you be so militant all the time? I just wanted to have a more
inclusive conversation, more lighthearted, it’s Saturday for goodness sake!”
Given Regina’s comments, I invited her her to comment on issues black representation on
Globo’s soap operas. Without hesitation she exclaimed,
It’s unfair! I still find the representation of blacks unjust because a lot
of black people in our country have access to education and culture
nowadays. We have better jobs, we are not just maids, or criminals, or
drug addicts. We are entrepreneurs and people with knowledge, we are
professors, lawyers, just like any other person, be it white, green, blue
or yellow. We see these professionals in our communities. That is why
I really want to emphasize that Brazilian television insists on
undervaluing black people. The only thing they value, they praise is
white aesthetic, with light colored eyes, preferably blond. Give me a
break!

Regina’s dissatisfaction with black representation in the media, particularly on Globo’s
novelas, was obvious and palpable. Most of the other salon customers were nodding and
making sounds of approval as she spoke. Regina’s hair was almost done and she had
other errands to run. She added, “Look, long story short, blacks are not represented with
respect in the media, the way they portray us is not how our reality truly is today. I know
we are slowly getting there. I think us blacks need to believe in ourselves more too, not
lower our heads to anyone, because we are capable and equal to everyone else. And the
media does not respect our blackness yet.”
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Perhaps the most refreshing takeaway from Regina’s narrative is how vocal and
comfortable she is expressing her “militant” views on the black experience in Brazil. Her
position on the current reality of black Brazilians starkly contrasts Rosa’s opinion on the
matter, though. While Rosa thinks that soap opera images are realistic, as she does not
find that blacks hold positions of power in real life, Regina stands in complete opposition
to that mind frame. According to a study on Vozes da Classe Média (Voices of Middle
Class) released by the Strategic Affairs Secretariat (SAE) of the Presidency,
“approximately 80% of new members of the Brazilian middle class are black. Over the
past decade, the middle class grew by 38% and now represents 53% of the population,
which means 104 million Brazilians” (electronic source: http://economia.ig.com.br/201209-20/negros-representam-quase-80-da-nova-classe-media-mostra-estudo.html. Accessed
May 29, 2013). Thus, Regina has a point, soap operas are not portraying a current reality
of black Brazilians. Instead, in a vast majority of the cases, soap operas choose to present
a non-diverse, one-sided version of the black experience in Brazil.

Yet, another fascinating aspect worth highlighting from this conversation with Regina is
Marie’s (the white salon owner) and Ana’s (the black nail technician) level of discomfort
and desire to silence the conversation about racism, prompting Ana to try to change the
topic of discussion. According to Brazilian social scientist Silvia Ramos, “In almost
every sphere of Brazilian society, admitting the existence of racism generates guilt,
anxiety, impotence, shame, anger, and denial” (Ramos 2002, 7). That becomes very
apparent given the reactions to Regina’s observations and experience. Vargas’ discussion
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on the hyperconsciousness of race provides a useful framework to understand this anxiety
to discuss race. In the book Never Meant to Survive: Genocide and Utopias in Black
Diaspora Communities, he rightly contends, “Brazilian social relations –their practices
and their representations– are marked by a hyperconsciousness of race. Such
hyperconsciousness […] is manifested by the often vehement negation of the importance
of race. This negation forcefully suggests that race [does not] play a central role in
determining Brazilian social relations, hierarchies, and distribution of power and
resources” (Vargas 2010, 114). Marie’s attempt to place the blame for being fired from
the play on the black actors’ lack of talent and Ana purposely insisting to change the
topic of conversation from racism in novelas to the role of romance, underplays the
importance of race and the importance of having such conversations, even if it is
considered taboo. “By silencing the relevance of race in social relations, the
hyperconsciousness/negation of race dialectic obscures the role that race plays in
determining one’s position in historical structures of power and resources. When this
happens, the myth of racial democracy […] is maintained” (ibid). If the goal is to
completely disrupt and dismantle the dangerous myth of racial democracy, it is
imperative to keep these dialogues and encourage people from different races and classes
to challenge the current systemic structure.

Julia: “Eu acho que hoje em dia os negros já estão sendo tratados com bastante
respeito e já obtivemos muitos avanços sobre esses problemas na midia. Não acho
que há racismo nos programs.”
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(“I think that nowadays blacks are already being treated with a lot of respect and there
have been a lot of advancements with regards to these issues in the media. I don’t think
there is racism on the TV shows.”)
Julia and I saw each other nearly everyday throughout the duration of fieldwork for this
dissertation. She was part of the cleaning staff at Salão Ebony, thus she was there every
time I went and whenever the conversation was about novelas she had something to
contribute. According to Julia, she is a proud, self-proclaimed “noveleira de carteira
assinada” meaning that she considers herself a professional soap opera watcher and
whenever she saw me she would jokingly say, “One day you ought to stay here until
closing, so I can give you my two cents. No one knows novelas like I do!” So I did
exactly that and stayed past closing so we could chat.

Although Julia’s skin complexion is very light and she has bright green eyes, she
established her blackness very early in the conversation, “It is not that often that someone
wants to hear what we have to say, you know? As a woman, a cleaner, and you know
[she uses her index finger to rub the skin on her arm] black, people usually don’t care
about what we think.” She proceeded to share her story and profess her love for Globo
soap operas. Julia is fifty-five years old, born and raised in São Cristovão, a
neighborhood in the North Zone of Rio de Janeiro, and although she lived in São Paulo
for a few years, she made clear that Rio is where she belonged, “I live in Morro do
Vidigal now [a shantytown community in the affluent South Zone neighborhood of
Leblon]. It’s a lot better there, I own my little house for me and my family, and we have
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the best view of the beach!” She joked that she was fancy because she lived in Leblon,
one of the most expensive zip codes in the city.

At a young age she was already hooked on soap operas. With incredible memory she
started to name soap opera after soap opera, actors, and their respective character names.
“When I was younger I used to love Irmãos Coragem, Selva de Pedra, and Dancing
Days, I used to watch them everyday and I still watch the new ones regularly,” she said
proudly. “Dancing Days had a lot of influence on me at the time because it started a lot of
trends, I always tried to dress like the characters,” she continued, “but the one that
impacted me the most as a teen was Escrava Isaura, seeing the way all the black
characters suffered really left a big impact on me. I know that could have been one of my
great-grandparents.” She paused for a few seconds looking pensive, while dusting off
countertops and organizing some of the hair products. Julia talked about her son, who is
in his late twenties but loves soap operas just as much as she does, mentioning that she
passed down the love of novelas to him. She said that since he was about four years old,
he has watched soap operas with her. And now her granddaughter watches them with her,
despite their difference in age. In her household, novelas bond the family across
generations. “My granddaughter likes the funny characters the most,” Julia comments, “I
do too. I like it when there’s a mystery and it’s funny. If all they have is people fighting, I
don’t like it. Back in the day soaps were more fiction, but today they like to make it too
realistic, with a lot of evil characters. I’m not a fan especially because I know the
influence that it has on children.” She stated with tone of concern.
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When speaking about the power that she believes soap operas hold in society, she shared
a couple of personal racist incidents:

Nobody criticizes me for being a black woman. But one time three
years ago in the northeast, in Fortaleza, I walked into a store to
purchase a pair of sandals and not a single salesperson asked me if I
needed help. The moment I picked up a pair of sandals that I wanted to
try on, this man who looked like a manager came to ask me what I was
doing there? In my mind I thought, ‘what do you think I’m doing here,
you sell shoes, obviously I want to buy a pair’ […] I know it was
because I am black and poor, even though I am light, my kinky hair
gives it away. I left and didn’t buy anything, I won’t spend my money
somewhere I’m not welcomed. Another time, this was years ago here in
Rio when I was eighteen, I was running errands and had on a dress. All
of a sudden it started pouring raining, my dress got a little see through.
I was already embarrassed, so I tried to get home as fast as possible,
and not only one but two different men stopped me thinking that I was
a prostitute. I was already married! It was humiliating; I will never
forget that. People grow up seeing stuff like this, us blacks as the
thieves, the sex workers, images stay in you mind, right? Then we see
this negative cycle in real life [Original emphasis].

After sharing these personal stories Julia began sounding less playful and more serious.
Mentioning that I was probably too young to remember, she recalled that in the old days
soap operas never had black characters unless it was a colonial theme novela with black
slaves, or the usual unimportant black maid characters. “I never felt represented in the
soap operas, no characters had a story similar to mine or people I know. Globo needs to
make a soap opera about my life, they would get a lot of ratings!” she expressed while
laughing, breaking some of the serious tone. At that point she began to put her cleaning
supplies away and turn off the backlights. She sat in one of the salon chairs fixing herself
and applying lipstick before leaving and said, “but you know what? I think nowadays
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they are finally starting to introduce black people into storylines, like in society. Looks
like they are trying to take away the taboo of racism, there are a lot more black actors,
like Lazaro Ramos, he’s great! He is treated with respect; I don’t think there’s racism on
the TV shows nowadays.”

As she reached for the keys to lock up the place she realized matter-of-factly that she
needed to walk fast and hope the bus was not late, so that she could watch the novela das
nove at home with her family. “Avenida Brasil is on fire this week! Are you watching it?”
she asked. “I am,” I assure her. “I’m curious to see what will happen to Nina and
Jorginho [two of the main characters].” As we said our goodbyes so Julia could hurry
home, she added:

But you know what? I’m not going to lie, I know the plots have their
problems, in a perfect world there would be more people like us in the
cast, in leading roles but I can’t be too harsh on Globo because after all
I sit down every night and watch everything. And really, there’s been
more black women, that’s a plus. For me it works as a distraction,
something to do. There have been times when I wouldn’t even leave the
house so that I could watch soap operas. But now I have this cellular
phone with a television in it [she pulls out the phone from her bag to
show it to me]. I watch everything here, and I never miss a single
episode now! And working at the salon is good because the TV is
always on and it’s always on Globo, Barby knows I like to watch them.
I only miss them if I’m obligated to, like if I really have no option. I
love soap operas very much!

In a contradictory turn, it is very revealing that Julia does not feel represented in the
stereotypical images of women in the soap operas, even though she is a maid herself.
Like most black Brazilian women, Julia did not have dreams of becoming a domestic
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worker, growing up she had ambitions of being a flight attendant to see the world, or to
be an actress and hopefully one day be on the television screen herself, in one of her
adored telenovelas. However, as it often happens with many women in lower social
classes, the lack of educational resources and career opportunities forced her to clean
houses and businesses for a living.

Julia’s account of being mistaken as a sex worker is a common theme in black
womanhood experience throughout the African Diaspora (Caldwell 2007, Collins 2009,
Goldstein 2003, Sheriff 2001), it is also a present theme in the narratives of other
interviewees, and even I have had the same humiliating experienced. As the prominent
social theorist Patricia Hill Collins puts it in her book Black Feminist Thought, “Black
women experienced a parallel form of race –and gender– specific sexual violence.
Treating African-American women as pornographic objects and portraying them as
sexualized animals, as prostitutes created the controlling image of jezebel” (Collins 2009,
159). Collins words hold true in Brazil as well. This is a direct product of white a
patriarchal society, where black women’s bodies are seen solely as a sexual objects. Such
stereotype is often propagated Globo soap opera images, where a large number of black
female characters are over-sexualized. In Ramos’ view, “No cultural process of
overcoming racism, combatting stereotypes, and fighting against discrimination will be
possible without the [cooperation] of newspapers, television, the arts, and music” (2002:
9). In the case of an idea that has been around since colonial times, it is highly necessary
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that mediums of mass communication take their share of responsibility in helping correct
centuries of gendered racism.

Pamela: “Pra mim, as atrizes negras aceitam esses papéis na Globo por obrigação,
tipo elas devem se sentir obrigadas, afinal todo mundo tem conta pra pagar. Não
acho que gostam de serem sempre um objeto sexual.”
(“To me, black actresses accept theses roles on Globo out of obligation, like they
probably feel obligated, after all everyone has bills to pay. I don’t think they like to
always be the sexual objects.”)
Customers always spoke passionately about soap operas at Marie’s Fashion Salon,
sometimes even raising their voices to talk over one another to get their point across.
Pamela is one of those said customers. Pamela is thirty-nine years old, born in Duque de
Caxias but raised (and currently lives) in Belford Roxo, two cities in the state of Rio de
Janeiro. She works as a sales associate at a clothing store at Madureira Shopping Mall,
not too far from the hair salon. According to her, she does not like soap operas but
watches them regularly. “Girl, novelas are everywhere in this country, you can’t escape
them! Whether you like them or not you always end up watching them, they are like the
plague,” she said, while everyone laughed and nodded in approval of her remark.
When prompted to share her thoughts on telenovelas, she offered, “I know a lot about all
the soap operas but I’m not a fan, I never really liked them. In my childhood I watched
them daily with my grandma because I didn’t have a choice. The house was small, there
was only one TV and she loves them, so what choice did I have?” Pamela explained,
before continuing on about her love-hate relationship with Globo telenovelas. She
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discussed her beliefs that soap operas are made for entertainment but that they must have
a secret message or agenda to keep the audience complacent: “I watch it but I know I
can’t pay too much attention, taking these novelas too seriously will make you stupid,
I’m serious! They try to brainwash people.” When asked about why she thinks that,
Pamela states, “Now all the stories have a gay couple, for example. It’s trendy now to
have gay and lesbian couples in every soap opera. I get it, there are gays in the world but
they don’t have to shove it down our throat. They also give the impression that to be
important one must have material things. They have an agenda, it’s all subliminal, I’m
telling you.” Although other customers started to joke and say that she sounded crazy,
Pamela stood her ground: “We buy into whatever they show us. Soap operas have a lot of
influence on us, anyone who says otherwise is in denial. We see it with kids all the time,
it starts early.” Everyone agreed with that point, a couple of women chimed in revealing
that they do not allow their children to watch novelas for that exact reason, particularly
the soap operas in the later timeslots (9pm and 10pm) because those have more sexual
and violent content. Ana, who was working on a client’s pedicure added, “oh, it’s
impossible to have a soap opera without sexual scenes, they all have it. Speaking of
which, did you all see that scene of Tessalia and Darkson sleeping together on Avenida
Brasil last night?” Everyone had seen it. Nancy, on of the clients waiting jumped in and
said, “I’m not a lesbian, but what a gorgeous mulata she is!” She was referring to Débora
Nascimento, the mixed race actress who plays Tessalia. “Well, yea she’s beautiful, but
I’m tired of seeing her semi-naked every night,” Pamela complained, then continued, “To
me, black actresses accept theses roles on Globo out of obligation, like they probably feel
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obligated, after all everyone has bills to pay. I don’t think they like to always be the
sexual objects.”

As the conversation progressed, Pamela mentioned that she never related to any
characters because she knew it was all fictional, although she agreed that the
controversial topics written into the storylines were very realistic, such as plots that
discuss people with disability, drug addiction, class issues between people, and racism.
“Those things are true in real life, I see or hear about them all the time,” she stated about
her views of blackness and what it means to be black. She continued, “I have never had
anything against black people but my mom is super racist, she’s white and says racist
things all the time. But my dad, you won’t believe it, my dad is black, he has a dark
complexion and nappy hair. That’s why I have to get my hair straightened every three
months, because of his DNA.” Everyone at the hair salon laughs. Even though Pamela
criticized Globo soap opera authors for not writing roles of substance for black actors,
she thought there had been a lot of progress, since there are more than just one or two
black characters on the screen.
Marcie, who had been giving Pamela a haircut, asked me, “Do you consider her black
[gestures to Pamela with a nod of her head]?” “Well, does she consider herself black?” I
replied while turning to Pamela, “How do you identify yourself?” With a half smile on
her face she affirms, “Now, yes [she paused before continuing]… I mean, because of my
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new boyfriend, I kind of have to. My boyfriend is a tissão [term used pejoratively to refer
to a person with very dark brown complexion], but he has beautiful green eyes, that son
of a [expletive]!” Marcia interrupted her by adding, “But this, this is because of your big
mouth, you jinxed yourself. She used to say, ‘I’ll never date a black man, can you
imagine that? I’m already, you know… I have to better the race.’ Now check out who’s
eating their own words.” Pamela burst out in loud laughter before she asserted herself,
“Well yeah, I used to say that but now… now I got myself a negão! Before I only dated
white men, so I considered myself white but now with my big black boyfriend, I identify
myself as a black woman but I have never suffered from racism” [Original emphasis].

Admittedly of the most puzzling moments of Pamela’s interview is the nonchalant
fluidity of her racial identity. A light skinned, mixed woman who considers herself white
when dating white men, but changes her mind and sees herself as a black woman now
that she is currently dating a black man. Although, as Donna Goldstein reminds us in her
book Laughter Out of Place, Brazil is a country where race is often determined
“primarily according to appearance, offering a plethora of fluid and ambiguous
categories” (Goldstein 2003, 106), it is uncommon for a person to evaluate one’s racial
identity based on the race of one’s love interest at a given point. Pamela also touches on a
common observation throughout the interviews, the oversexualization of black women,
but making a relevant point that it is very challenging to find a job in Brazil as a black
woman, thus limiting black actresses’ options if they want to get paid for their trade.
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Gloria: “Sempre fui negra e sempre vou ser, pra mim o termo afro-descendente é
um eufemismo. Sempre soube que eu sou negra, desde de pequena […] na escola
quando comecei a conviver com outras crianças, me chamavam de macaquinha,
então nunca houve nenhuma dúvida.”
(“I’ve always been black and I always will be. To me the term “afro-descendant” is an
euphemism. I’ve always known that I am black, since I was little […] in school when I
started being around other children, they called me little monkey, so there was never any
doubt about it.”)
Accompanied by her mother, Gloria was at Ebony Hair Salon early in the morning to get
her hair braided. The process, she said, took six to seven hours to be completed;
therefore, she always scheduled the first appointment possible. When I arrived at 8:30 in
the morning she was already seated in the chair while Barby combed her hair and parted
it in smaller sections for braiding. Gloria is a forty-three year old attorney, a native of Rio
de Janeiro, born and raised in the neighborhood of Brás de Pina, but resides in Realengo,
a neighborhood in the western part of the city.
Since none of the other employees were at the salon because it was so early—Ebony Hair
Salon normally opens at 10 in the morning—I offered Barby my assistance and began
helping: making coffee, straightening up some of the hair tools, refilling bottles of
shampoo and conditioner, etc. The television was on Globo, per usual, but instead of
novelas the morning lineup was on. The anchors of Bom Dia Brasil were wrapping up the
morning news before Mais Você started, a talk show fusion that incorporates celebrity
interviews, current events, and culinary segments. A preview for that night’s episode of
Aquele Beijo came on during the commercial break and all three women stopped their
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conversion to pay attention to the commercial. I asked both Gloria and her mother if they
follow the novela das sete. Gloria’s mother, Ms. Rita, said she watches everything.
However, Gloria is not a fan of the genre in general “I don’t watch the soaps regularly,
it’s more sporadic with me. Only when I have nothing else to do, like, really in the worstcase scenario when nothing else is on. But I always know what’s going on because the
TV is always on at night when I’m home,” she states, which prompted me to ask why she
does not like soap operas. Gloria said,
It’s just always the same stories over and over, the writers seem to just
recycle most of the themes and just add something new here in there. It
gets tiring after a while. The ones that show more current, controversial
issues in society are better. I like the ones that have police
investigations, I guess because I’m a lawyer, I don’t know. Or when
they work with themes that show social issues, such as characters that
are working class or poor, or racial issues […] I relate more to those
stories because I am black and I belong to this class.

Barby nodded in agreement but highlighted that, a vast majority of the time, the authors
at Globo cast so few black actors that it is hard to find a black character to relate to. Glory
responded, “Oh yeah, that’s true! In novelas black characters are always cast to show
topics about racial prejudice. Independent of what the role is, if the character is upper
class or lower class, it doesn’t matter. They always use that character to highlight that
black people are different. Novelas mirror real life; the images will only change when our
world changes.” Ms. Rita who had been quiet throughout most of the conversation added,
“It’s not going to change,” with a pessimistic tone.
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The conversation flowed smoothly. The women began sharing stories about the struggles
of black womanhood, noting that in Brazil black women are not given their worth and
have to deal with different levels of prejudice on a daily basis. Gloria pointed out,
I have had my fare share of racial prejudice. I’ve always known that I
am black, since I was little […] in school when I started being around
other children, they called me little monkey, so there was never any
doubt about it. I’m grown now but my nieces who are in elementary
school have to suffer with the same exact issues today. As a child it’s
hard to not let it affect the self-esteem, but we have to grow thick skin.
Adults are racist too, they just hide it better, kids have no filter. My
entire life I’ve dealt with racism, especially when I’m applying to jobs.
When I worked for the post office in the administrative office, I noticed
that all of the black employees had the description: ‘cor padrão.’
That’s how the police refer to black suspects, implying that the
standard race of someone who commits a crime is black. Why would
they write that on someone’s employment application? I have a lot of
dark-skinned friends who refer to themselves as moreno and they want
to refer to me that way too, no way! That’s crazy, we’re black, moreno
is not even a race! And I know a lot of men shave their heads bald to
hide their hair.

Barby, Ms. Rita, and I were in disbelief, hearing that a government job, such as Brazil’s
post office, had such a description and categorization for their black employees. Ms. Rita
added, “It’s because of our skin color that us black women are always targets of all types
of prejudice. I don’t think it makes a difference if a dark woman has money, when society
looks at her they assume she’s a nobody.” At that moment the salon was already
officially open for business and another stylist was taking care of a new customer’s hair
while a customer waited to be seen. Both were black women and both were in agreement
with Ms. Rita. One even jumped in stating, “That’s right, if the woman isn’t white,
blonde, with light colored eyes, she doesn’t get the same respect.” I asked Gloria her
opinion on the types of roles black actresses played on Globo’s soap operas and she
replied:
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I’m displeased. Black women are always the sexual object of soap
opera plots, unless it’s an older black woman, then the author usually
hires them to play a maid. They are not sexualized it’s the opposite;
regardless it’s always a subservient role. But all the younger black
female characters are too sexualized. This shows that since slavery they
[whites] passed on the idea that black women were only good enough
for the sexual pleasures of white men or for feeding and cleaning up
after them. And we can see that happening still to this day, not only in
soap operas but also in real life. Us black women, we draw attention
because of our beautiful bodies and curves […] When I was in law
school one of my colleagues dated a black woman but all his friends
criticized him. They used to tell him that black women are just for sex
and fun, not for actually dating or to build a family with. I hear that all
the time.

I bring up that in soap operas they show biracial couples all the time—it is normalized—
to which Gloria contends, “Yes, that is true. It’s a question about annihilation. Part of it, I
think, is a way for the novela author to show that racism doesn’t exist; it’s possible for a
white person to love a black person. Which yes, that is true, but underneath it all it seems
like they are pushing for that bettering the race idea, wiping out blackness.”

While I met with all of the women who participated in this project multiple times, the
individual conversations tended to last approximately two hours, the time that it takes
most women at a hair salon. However, my dialogue with Gloria was different, as
previously pointed out, it took a little over seven hours for Barby to finish braiding her
hair, which gave us plenty of time to talk about some of the impacts that racism and the
media have had in her life. Gloria’s story about being called a monkey and being a
laughing stock in school are part of a popular discourse among black Brazilians. Telles
further sheds light on the matter when he writes,
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Humor is an important part of Brazilian culture. Joking, for example,
is common in the workplace and in most places that Brazilians interact.
Racial humor is based on common stereotypes and naturalizes popular
images held of blacks by downplaying their seriousness. However, such
humor popularizes and reproduces negative stereotypes about blacks,
potentially impairing black self-esteem. As with humor in general,
persons who negatively react to humorous insults are told that they
‘can’t take a joke.’ A sense of political correctness, which often acts
informally to censor such jokes in the United States, is relatively absent
in Brazil (154).

The essence of Telles’ argument is that there is this free for all mindset when it comes to
insulting racial jokes Brazilian society. And as it becomes clear with Gloria’s account,
such humor can indeed harm the self-esteem of black people at an early age, sometimes
continuing on into adulthood. While conducting fieldwork, many times I was accused of
being too politically correct for not finding certain jokes or comments funny, when it is
obvious that it can be irresponsible for a society to have no filter at all when it comes to
spreading blatant racist discourse masked as jokes.
Another important point from Gloria’s observations is the types of roles that black
women are cast to play, always the sexy character or the obedient maid. Brazilian
filmmaker with a doctorate in Communication Studies Joel Zito Araujo provides a useful
frame to understand why novela authors have specific stereotypical images of blackness
in their imagination:
Even when the author has a liberal mindset, it is still the mindset of a
person who has lived peacefully with a black domestic worker at home,
this author liked her because she always treated him well, gave him
chocolate milk in the mornings, ironed his clothes. Ultimately, it is the
mindset of someone who has always been around black people in their
childhood and adolescence, but they were always their servants (Araujo
2002, 65).
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Considering Araujo’s framework, it is apparent that most white soap opera authors fail to
imagine a world for black characters that deviates from their own reality, which in turn
leaves the black audience few to none characters to relate to who looks like them.

Sarah: “Eu acho natural. Desde que o casal se ame, a raça não importa. O meu
namorado é italiano, estamos juntos há cinco anos, não entendo porque as pessoas
se incomodam.”
(“I find it natural. As long as the couple loves one another, the race is not important. My
boyfriend is Italian, we’ve been together for five years, I don’t understand why people get
bothered.”)
At twenty-eight years of age, Sarah has a successful international modeling career. Even
though she was born and raised in Vila da Penha, Rio de Janeiro, she moved out of the
country at the age of twenty-two because she had better modeling opportunities and
realized it was easier for a brown skinned black female model to book jobs outside of
Brazil. Sarah has lived in Mexico, Colombia, and currently lives in New York City.
Nonetheless, she goes back home to Rio at least twice per year to visit her family and
every time she is home one of her first stops is the hair salon. She and her mother have
been loyal customers at Marie’s Fashion salon for over a decade. Marie has done Sarah’s
hair since Sarah was sixteen years old, regardless of where she is in the world. “I don’t
trust anyone else to relax my hair besides Marie,” Sarah said enthusiastically, while
Marie mixed the products to apply to Sarah’s hair.

Given her background in modeling, Sarah is all too familiar with race politics in the
entertainment world. At the onset of our conversation, she clearly expressed her stance on
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her racial identity, “I’m black, always. In my family we never had any identity problems.
People always try to find a way to not be black, use code words, etc. In my family
everyone is proud of being black.” She recalled that booking jobs after auditions is a lot
more difficult in Rio than in New York, for instance, pointing out that the same is true for
print advertisement, commercials, or runway modeling. Even though Sarah finds jobs
easier in other countries, she highlighted that she has experienced some types of racial
prejudice in her field. She noted, “In the fashion world I notice that when I book big jobs
like Ralph Lauren or Roberto Cavalli, my agent and white colleagues say, ‘Wow, how
lucky!’ As if it wasn’t merit based. Whenever it’s a white model they say, ‘Good job,
congratulations! You deserve it!’ Even if it’s subtle, that’s unfair treatment based on
race.” However, she pointed out that even if not perfect, it is easier to see a diversity of
black faces in the media in the United States compared to Brazil:
It’s uncommon to see black models in commercials or magazines here
in Brazil. And in soap operas you already know the deal […] black
characters are normally slaves, poor, criminals and in service roles.
Although I am black, I don’t see myself as those people. A black
character with power is rare. I don’t feel represented.

Despite the fact that Sarah does not feel represented in the images Globo soap operas
portray of black Brazilians, she still likes to watch them as she finds them interesting and
entertaining. “Nowadays I watch them on the Internet and they always make me laugh
but when I was a child my dad didn’t allow me to watch them,” she confessed. “When I
was eleven years old I started watching them regularly. I’ve had the opportunity to watch
Mexican and Colombian telenovelas but I prefer the ones from Brazil, they have better
themes. There are some themes I don’t like, gay themes, for example, but in general
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Brazilian soaps are have better production.” Other salon patrons agreed with her opinion.
Some stated in an authoritative tone that Globo has more money than any other channel
in South America and that is how they manage to have soap operas with such great
production. While others also expressed a dislike of the new trend of gay couples in
current soap operas. One woman even added, “The gay thing is complicated because
everybody knows novelas are influential. They influence both positively and negatively,
so that can be a problem for the youth.” Another client who was waiting to get her
eyebrows done said, “And they are literally everywhere. I take public transportation all
the time, some buses have a TV that shows the highlights of last night’s episode and the
summary for the week. It is also always a topic of conversation, on buses, trains, and
subways. So they [Globo] have to be more responsible with the images, kids pay
attention.”

Making a connection with the comment about Globo’s responsibility for its images,
Sarah jumped back into the conversation and expanded her concerns about the way
blackness is shown on these television shows:

I get upset. A majority of blacks play roles of criminals, drug dealers,
slaves, maids, lazy people, malandro [term used to describe a clever
crook or swindler] if soap operas portray or gets inspired by real life, it
should include the current reality. Today, blacks are not just those
things we are so much more. Black people travel, we are intelligent, we
have a better life and that is not shown. There exists a necessity to
maintain this negative impression of black Brazilians, that’s my
impression.
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Marie, who was been busy applying relaxer to Sarah’s hair, took a similar stance to the
one she normally takes during such topics of conversation. She mentioned that in the
current soap opera, Aquele Beijo, there are many black actresses, including one who is a
lawyer and another who is fashion designer. “Oh yeah, that’s true!” Sarah agreed briefly,
“but have you noticed that a vast majority of the black women characters are always
dressed scantily. Even the lawyer, she’s always wearing a tight, short skirt to work. No
one would wear that stuff to a law office or go to court.” I asked Sarah’s opinion on the
types of roles black actresses play and her thoughts on the biracial couples in the plot.
After taking a deep breath she stated,

Well, about the biracial couple, I find it natural. As long as the couple
loves one another, the race is not important. My boyfriend is Italian,
we’ve been together for five years, and I don’t understand why people
get bothered. When people see people of different races dating, they
find it necessary to highlight that racial difference, to me that means
that they are bothered. However, I’ve noticed that on the scenes that
both characters are white or both are black, people have a more natural,
accepting reaction. I also noticed on TV shows that the kissing scenes
aren’t the same. Kisses between black and white characters are always
more awkward. And the women, where do I begin? […] black women
are always too sexualized in little shorts or tight dresses, or not sexual
at all. That comes from colonial times; black women were always
serving their masters whether domestically or sexually. The white
master used to have children with attractive black women slaves but not
marry them. And this idea is alive today; we are associated with just a
good time.

Sarah seemed very aware that her narrative may have come across as contradictory, as
she asked from time to time if I thought she sounded confusing or if she was making
sense but in the end she offered, “I know it’s weird for me to sit in this chair as a black
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woman, chemically changing my hair texture, with an European boyfriend, and
complaining about a colonial mindset on TV shows that I still watch. It’s complicated.
But what black woman, rather, what human being isn’t?”

Sarah’s very contradiction, as she herself pointed out, lies at the crux of the issue when it
comes to the lack of black women representation and diversity in the characters. The
gendered racist experiences that mark Sarah’s life is also true for all black Brazilian
women, who come in different shades, shapes, ages, and in the present society, hold
many different jobs and aspirations. However, Globo insists on putting forth a onedimensional version of black womanhood.

Conclusion:
As part of the research process for this dissertation, I watched Globo’s novelas every
night, in the rare occasions that I missed an episode, I made sure to watch it online on
Globo’s website the next day. Despite having an increase in black characters, many still
played the same stereotypical roles. Being that blacks make up a majority of the
population in Brazil, and women make up the biggest audience of telenovelas, it is absurd
for the largest network in the country to continue to deny the diversity of this group. As
one of the women who contributed to this project notes, there needs to be a push for black
representation in positions of power behind the cameras, that is how we will begin to see
more tangible changes.
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It is visible from the above narratives and personal stories that an overwhelming majority
of the black women I interviewed agree that racism in Brazil still thrives and that soap
operas are one of the mediums available for racist images to enter the homes of millions
of Brazilians every night. Two of the most common themes seen in the interviews are that
there is a lack of black characters and that black characters often represent blackness in a
negative light. The interviews also expose the contradictions and differences in opinions
about whether Globo presents an accurate depiction of reality, since many interviewees
believe that that they do, and, at the same time, that it does not portray black stories and
black lives in realistic ways.
As stated earlier, the primary goal of this chapter is to focus on my participants’ voices
and to create a space for black Brazilian women to tell their stories (or at least parts of
them). Hence I give them the last word. Presented here as part of conclusion, in no
particular order, are the changes that they would like to see happen in the images they
have consumed most days of their lives:

“I want to see more truths. There exist a variety of realities in black life, it’s important to
show that […] anything different from the subaltern roles, something more current.
People have to realize and internalize that things have changed, we black people are no
longer the inferior race” (Regina).
“I would just like it if novelas had less violence, less bad influence, and less villains”
(Pamela).
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“They need to take families into account. It would be better if there were less promiscuity
and sexuality, especially because of the kids” (Rosa).

“I would like it if some of the soap operas had a part two to give continuity. The novela
Pantanal, for example that would be a good one to have a sequel, because some
characters are incomplete, they don’t get to grow” (Julia).

“I want to see a soap opera that has a black protagonist and black main cast. But real
black characters, with all of our blackness imprinted on the character, portraying our real
stories, and showing that we are immersed in all parts of society, in all social classes, that
is the reality” (Sarah).

Imagine an all black soap opera on Globo! That would be great, crazy
but great! Honestly, I don’t even think we need to be that extreme. I
would just like to see more diversity in the types of characters we play.
Not every black character has to be a good person because that is not
reality. But there needs to be large enough number of black roles so
that they can be diverse. I would also like to see more black authors and
cast directors; I think that would make a difference (Gloria).
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Conclusion

W on’t you celebrate w ith m e
W hat I have shaped into
a kind of life? I had no m odel.
born in babylon
both nonw hite and w om an
w hat did i see to be except m yself?
i m ade it up
here on this bridge betw een
starshine and clay,
m y one hand holding tight
m y other hand; com e celebrate
w ith m e that everyday
som ething has tried to kill m e
and has failed (L ucille C lifton, 1991)

“If you w ant to m ake a hum an being into a m onster,
deny them , at the cultural level,
any reflection of them selves” (Junot D íaz, 2009)

The	
  above	
  poem	
  by	
  Lucille	
  Clifton	
  highlights	
  an	
  important	
  aspect	
  of	
  black	
  
womanhood.	
  Given	
  the	
  lack	
  of	
  examples,	
  or	
  representation,	
  black	
  women	
  must	
  rely	
  
on	
  themselves	
  to	
  navigate	
  the	
  world,	
  and	
  despite	
  the	
  attempts	
  from	
  the	
  status	
  quo	
  
to	
  impede	
  black	
  women’s	
  success,	
  they	
  still	
  flourish.	
  That,	
  in	
  and	
  of	
  itself,	
  is	
  in	
  fact	
  a	
  
cause	
  to	
  rejoice,	
  to	
  celebrate.	
  	
  While	
  there	
  are	
  many	
  tools	
  that	
  can	
  be	
  used	
  to	
  better	
  
understand	
  black	
  women’s	
  experiences,	
  intersectionality	
  proves	
  to	
  be	
  the	
  most	
  
comprehensive	
  one	
  due	
  to	
  its	
  holistic	
  nature,	
  as	
  it	
  recognizes	
  and	
  values	
  the	
  myriad	
  
of	
  personal	
  identities,	
  challenges,	
  and	
  overall	
  statuses	
  different	
  black	
  women	
  hold	
  
within	
  society.	
  	
  Although	
  many	
  of	
  the	
  participants	
  in	
  this	
  study	
  had	
  a	
  similar	
  
perspective	
  about	
  the	
  images	
  they	
  receive	
  on	
  a	
  daily	
  basis,	
  their	
  similarity	
  in	
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opinion	
  should	
  not	
  overshadow	
  the	
  vast	
  difference	
  in	
  their	
  personal	
  experiences.	
  By	
  
and	
  large,	
  these	
  women’s	
  thoughts	
  and	
  lives	
  are	
  not	
  “coded”	
  into	
  the	
  images	
  created	
  
by	
  white	
  TV	
  producers	
  in	
  Brazil.	
  Instead	
  of	
  creating	
  story	
  lines	
  that	
  take	
  
intersectionality	
  into	
  account,	
  shows	
  are	
  coded	
  with	
  images	
  that	
  deny	
  black	
  
Brazilian	
  women	
  a	
  reflection	
  of	
  themselves,	
  as	
  referenced	
  in	
  the	
  Junot	
  Díaz	
  quote	
  
above.	
  	
  However,	
  in	
  the	
  duration	
  of	
  my	
  fieldwork,	
  it	
  was	
  very	
  gratifying	
  to	
  hear	
  and	
  
witness	
  black	
  women	
  reacting	
  and	
  decoding	
  such	
  content	
  as	
  negative,	
  at	
  times	
  even	
  
detrimental.	
  That	
  is	
  a	
  step	
  in	
  the	
  right	
  direction	
  towards	
  change.	
  
A	
  survey	
  in	
  Reader’s	
  Digest	
  (2009)	
  that	
  polled	
  2,250	
  respondents	
  across	
  15	
  
different	
  countries	
  points	
  out	
  that	
  Brazilians	
  are	
  more	
  inclined	
  to	
  give	
  up	
  internet	
  
service	
  and	
  their	
  mobile	
  phones	
  before	
  giving	
  up	
  television	
  as	
  their	
  primary	
  form	
  of	
  
entertainment	
  and	
  source	
  of	
  information,	
  in	
  stark	
  comparison	
  to	
  the	
  United	
  States	
  
and	
  European	
  countries,	
  where	
  people	
  place	
  higher	
  value	
  on	
  the	
  internet	
  and	
  cell	
  
phones	
  (Reader’s	
  Digest,	
  “Around	
  the	
  World	
  with	
  One	
  Question.”	
  6	
  November	
  to	
  3	
  
December	
  2009).	
  This	
  shows	
  the	
  magnitude	
  of	
  the	
  importance	
  that	
  television	
  shows	
  
have	
  in	
  Brazil,	
  and	
  that	
  is	
  not	
  to	
  be	
  taken	
  lightly.	
  	
  	
  	
  
In this dissertation I have shown that mainstream media weaves influential narratives that
are often the starting point for a person’s interaction with concepts or ideas. With that
said, there will never be parity in Brazilian society for as long as black Brazilians are still
being perceived and portrayed as a stereotype or as one-dimensional beings. With a racist
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discourse camouflaged as strategies of inclusion, after extensive fieldwork this
dissertation demonstrates that Globo often employs omission and negative
representations as a tactic to naturalize the systemic violence that falls upon black people,
acting as a collaborator to the criminalization of black youth, the invisibility of domestic
workers, and of the sexualization of black women.

Therefore, Chapter 1 is guided by a selection of theoretical frameworks and discussions
developed by scholars in the field of Media Studies and Cultural Studies. It introduced
Rede Globo’s history, its connection to Brazil’s military past, and how it not only
managed to have a monopoly in the Brazilian mass media market, but it also went on to
become one of the largest television networks in the world, all while promoting the myth
of racial democracy and an ideology of whitening through its programing.

Through the use of Black Feminist Theory, Chapter 2 exposes that the perpetual
oversexualization of black women’s bodies is not a celebration of black identity or
culture, as it does not represent black Brazilian women’s real aspiration, their hard work
and struggles at large. It is clear that the black working class is not the demographic
benefitting from the racist techniques employed by the media. Thus it also becomes clear
which group does benefit. Hence, to dismantle and destroy this system of racism,
patriarchy, and exploitation, there needs to be a strategic democratization of media. It is
fundamental that the working class, women, black Brazilians be able to imagine, create,
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and produce their own media. Only then will we actually be represented in more accurate
humane forms.

Chapter 3 provides a visual sample of all the images, the misrepresentations that are
imagined by Globo’s show creators, and then spread throughout Brazil and the world
(through program exporting). The figures (and video) in Chapter 3 are a painful reminder
of how backwards and problematic the imagination and creative process of the white elite
is. But it is also a reminder of the importance of scholars and activists contributing
knowledge to anti-black racism.
Lastly, Chapter 4 puts the spotlight on multiple black women, who share their stories,
experiences, and their views of the world from the communal site of a hair salon, a space
when they build familiarity, feel safe, and comfortable to show vulnerability and be their
true selves around other women who share similar experiences. This chapter is a great
example of the many different types of black womanhood that exists. They are business
owners, models, housewives, domestic workers, mothers, daughters, wives, and as the
analyses show their experiences, like their identities and perspective, are highly complex.

This dissertation also calls attention to racist narratives that are supported by fictional
stories and characters from thousands of shows that have entered people’s homes through
a television set for decades. Many show creators consciously and unconsciously
perpetuate stereotypes by creating characters or casting people based on what a few
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empowered deem as reality. So if a black man is continuously cast as a criminal or a
black woman is always cast as a hoochie but rarely as righteous, complex, and talented
person, the coded message is that it is not believable for a black person to be inherently
good, trustworthy successful, or on the side righteousness. Despite one’s opinions of
television shows, this research shows that it helps define the collective reality of society,
and when a child grows up never seeing good examples of people who look like them
represented as successful or as the hero, than it creates the line of thought that they are an
anomaly if they succeed, yet the expectation if they fail. That is why I insist that there is
an obligation of Globo’s content creators, and also of scholars, artists, and influencers to
produce truer realities of Brazil’s complex diversity. As black women, we must and we
will continue to fight against the commodification of our bodies and our lives, because
our resistance, our voice, our stance, is a very powerful tool.
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